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Missouri 
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south, and Main Street to the east 

Jarvis Hunt 

George A. Fuller Construction Company 
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The station is being renovated to house the Kansas City Museum's 
Science City, a science museum. 

Designed and executed during the grand phase of American railroad 
architecture (1890-1914), Kansas City's Union Station was, at the time 
of its construction, the third largest train station in the United States. A 
monumental public building, designed in the Beaux-Arts tradition by 
noted Chicago architect, Jarvis Hunt, Kansas City's Union Station 
epitomized both the City Beautiful movement and the urban design 
ideals set forth for Kansas City by famed landscape architect and 
planner, George E. Kessler. The new station was impressive, a bold T
shape design that clearly defined intended circulation patterns for 
arriving and departing passengers, and innovatively placed an 
expansive waiting room over the tracks. 

Union Station was a catalyst for Kansas City, sparking not only 
industrial and commercial growth, but introducing Kansas City as a 
major transportation and service corridor to the nation. Though no 
longer operating as a passenger rail station, Union Station stands as a 
testament to Kansas City residents' determination to develop a 
competitive, productive, and aesthetically appealing urban center. 
Perhaps more importantly, the station serves as a physical reminder of 
the wealth, power, and prestige generated by Kansas City's rich 
industrial and transportation history. 

Judith H. Robinson, Joan Brierton, Katherine Eggers Comeau, 
Robinson & Associates, Inc. 

November 1999 
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PART I. HISTORICAL INFORMATION 

A. 

1. 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

Railroad Architecture: An American Context 

The railroad revolutionized America, changing its landscape, spawning new towns along the rail 
lines, and forming a vastly improved communications link across the country. In 1869, the 
completion of the transcontinental railroad enabled passengers to travel from coast to coast in 
relative comfort for the first time. Travel times between major cities were greatly reduced, as 
passengers experienced the thrill of traveling at the previously unheard-of speed of 60 miles per 
hour. 1 

The expansion of the railroad had an enormous impact on industry and trade, speeding the rise of 
the United States as a world economic power. Suddenly, Midwestern grains and goods could be 
shipped to Europe quickly and cheaply enough to compete with European products. Unlike 
canals and roads, railroads provided a reliable and economic means of transportation all year 
long. The speed of business transactions increased, as merchants avoided delays caused by bad 
weather.2 The railroad industry itself also stimulated the economy. By 1870, railroad equipment 
accounted for 20 percent of all machinery produced in the United States, and its construction 
consumed some 40 percent of all domestic rolled steel. 3 Once built, the railroads had to be 
managed and maintained. In The American Train Depot and Roundhouse, Hans and April 
Halberstadt estimate that the railroads were once the largest employer in the country.4 

Other lifestyle changes were brought about by the railroads. For the first time, city dwellers 
enjoyed abundant vegetables and farm produce at reasonable prices. Midwesterners could eat 
seafood shipped from the coast, as evidenced by the numerous barrels used for the shipping of 
oysters that remain in the Union Station building.5 In 1883, the railroads standardized American 
timekeeping, dividing the continental United States into the four time zones still in use today.6 

The railroad station as an architectural building type originated in Europe, where transportation 
infrastructure developed earlier and faster than in the United States. The railroad station placed 
new demands on architects and engineers, who responded with an entirely new form of 
architecture. The station buildings, regarded as the gateway to the city, were grand in scale and 

1 Hans and April Halberstadt, The American Train Depot and Roundhouse (Osceola, Wisconsin: 
Motorbooks International, 1995), 16. 

2 Nicholas Faith, The World the Railways Made (London: Pimlico, 1990), 116. 

3 Faith, 130. 

4 Halberstadt, 10. 

5 Faith, 262. 

6 Halberstadt, 79. 
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elaborately finished.7 In 1875, Building News observed, "Railway termini are to the nineteenth 
century what monasteries and cathedrals were to the thirteenth century. They are truly the only 
real representative building we possess ... Our metropolitan termini have been leaders of the art 
and spirit of our time. "8 Besides monumental design, an impressive feature of many of these 
buildings were the magnificent train sheds. The development of cast iron for use as a building 
material in the early nineteenth century allowed engineers to span record-breaking widths. With 
this new material, railway engineers competed to build the largest possible sheds, developing 
elaborate truss systems to bridge ever wider areas. When London's Liverpool Street Station was 
completed in 1850, its 153' by 374' train shed was the largest single span in the world.9 Although 
the scale of the train sheds was carried to the station buildings, the new materials and styles 
developed by engineers did not find widespread approval among architects. Exposed iron 
enjoyed a brief period of popularity in the 1870s, but quickly fell out of favor. 10 In England, 
station buildings were more likely to resemble Greek temples or Italian villas than anything 
suggestive of new technology. The French were more willing to address the problem of the 
railroad station specifically, and buildings such as the Gare de L'Est in Paris sought to express the 
flow of traffic through the station. 11 

Early American railroad buildings were less grand than their European counterparts. American 
railroad companies had to contend with much higher capital costs than the Europeans. American 
cities were farther apart, and little infrastructure existed between urban areas. Many small 
stations were built as speculative ventures, then replaced with larger buildings as towns grew up 
around the railroad. These buildings were typically modest wood barn-like structures, frequently 
built to a standard pattern, and generally no larger than a railroad car. The stations were 
constructed in a central location, then transported by rail to remote sites. As cities grew, and 
transportation and travel demands increased, railroad buildings became more substantial. 

In larger cities, multiple railroad companies often joined together to provide a single "Union" 
Station. Competing railroad companies benefitted when local rail lines came together, and the 
consolidation of funds meant that there was even more money available for the construction of 
the central station. "Union" stations were typically a showcase for both the railroad and the town, 
and were constructed in a wide variety of styles: Italianate, Queen Anne, Craftsman and 
Richardsonian Romanesque. The first American station to approach the size and grandeur of the 
early European stations was Grand Central Station in New York, built in 1869.12 Other railroad 
companies quickly followed the example of Grand Central, and monumental stations began 
springing up in every major American city. 

7 Carroll L.V. Meeks, The Railroad Station: An Architectural History (New York: Dover Publications, 
1995), 40. 

8 Ibid., 90. 

9 Ibid., 38-39. 

10 Ibid., 91. 

11 Ibid., 42-43. 

12 Ibid, 49. The 1869 Grand Central Station was replaced in 1913; the 1913 station survives. 
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Kansas City Union Station was built during the late Victorian period, which Carroll Meeks labels 
the age of "megalomania." He notes, "the increase in the scale of building echoed the tendency of 
the era to increase the absolute size of everything from empires to transatlantic liners." 13 

Influenced by the Great White City at the Chicago World's Fair in 1893, architects began 
designing enormous Beaux-Arts public buildings, including libraries, museums, and railroad 
stations. Union Station in Washington, D.C., as well as Pennsylvania Station and the second 
Grand Central Station in New York, were all built during this period. Penn Station was lost to the 
wreckers' ball in 1963. Grand Central and Washington Union Station have been rehabilitated. 
As one of the finest railroad stations in the country, a monument to the transportation origins of 
the city and the optimism of its founding citizens, Kansas City Union Station is another 
cornerstone rehabilitation project. 

2. Kansas City and the Railroad 

a. Early History 

Strategically located at the confluence of the Missouri and Kansas (Kaw) Rivers, with the 
Missouri River continuing to the east and the Kansas River to the west (through what was 
recognized at the time as Kansas Territory), Kansas City held great potential to function as the 
headquarters for trading and overland outfitting activities.14 Formally organized in 1850, Kansas 
City was a prospering town graced with an informed and organized business community, a 
community that set it apart from other neighboring towns along the western Missouri River and 
moved it quickly into the twentieth century. Determined to achieve prosperity through economic 
development, this particular community dedicated itself to pursuing and bringing the railroad to 
Kansas City. Composed of businessmen, real estate professionals, lawyers, and landholders, 
these unified leaders achieved their greatest success when they convinced the Hannibal/St. Joseph 
Railroad to construct the first railway bridge across the Missouri River at Kansas City in 1869. 
The Hannibal Bridge, as it was known, connected Kansas City to the expansive Hannibal/St. 
Joseph rail line that had been constructed years earlier along the northern border of Missouri, thus 
tying Kansas City to the great trading networks of St. Louis and Chicago. With the introduction 
of the rail line, Kansas City was positioned for growth. 

b. Developing an Industrial City 

99. 

Having triumphed over several other port towns vying for the railroad bridge, Kansas City soon 
became a major distribution center. An explosion of new stockyard, packinghouse, grain 
handling, banking, and railroad construction crowded the area surrounding the city's original rail 
station through the 1870s. In less than a decade, it became clear to city leaders that a second, 
more permanent station was needed to replace the existing, inadequate station. In 1878, a three
story French Renaissance structure, commonly known as the old Union Depot, was completed.15 

13 Ibid, 110. 

14 William H. Wilson, The City Beautiful Movement (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989), 

15 Ibid., 194. 
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Occurring simultaneously, and as a result of Kansas City's burgeoning industrial center, was a 
rapid growth in population. Just fifteen years prior to the construction of Union Depot, Kansas 
City claimed a mere 3,000 residents. By 1870, this figure increased dramatically to over 25,000, 
and by 1880 more than doubled to approximately 55,000 residents. Such drastic increases 
overwhelmed the Union Depot and its immediate neighborhood. According to William H. 
Wilson, author of The City Beautiful Movement, "the station itself became less and less 
serviceable as passenger and freight traffic mounted decade after decade." The demise of Union 
Depot can be, in part, attributed to the ever-increasing population of Kansas City. Constructed to 
manage passenger and freight traffic for the twin Kansas Cities, which had an estimated 
population of 59,000, the station and its community were now forced to face the demands of a 
population that had more than tripled by 1890 to exceed 171,000. To keep this turn of events in 
perspective, the growth of the city did not, by any means, subside. By 1900, figures rose well 
above 200,000 and, by 1910, had escalated to 330,712, a 550 percent increase in just 30 years. 16 

c. Incorporating the City Beautiful Movement 

Equally important to the development of Kansas City as a successful and prospering industrial 
and transportation center were the efforts of community leaders to increase civic pride through 
urban beautification efforts. Impressed by the ideals set forth by the City Beautiful movement, 
evidenced in Chicago and other major cities across the nation, prominent and influential citizens' 
groups initiated a local campaign to design an improved urban framework for Kansas City. The 
main element of this planning effort was an extensive park and boulevard system designed by 
famed landscape architect, George E. Kessler. In an initial proposal, laid out in 1893, Kessler 
expressed the overall intent and benefits of the established and widely received Olmstedian 
rationale. This overall planning approach suggested, in general, that the introduction of a 
designed landscape, which included a system of parks and boulevards and an increase in public 
spaces and buildings, would attract visitors and residents to the city. Such amenities, it was 
believed, would allow people to congregate, interact, and remove themselves from the overall 
pressures of metropolitan life. Convinced that the tenets of the City Beautiful movement would 
not only "enhance worker productivity and urban economics," but would also make the city more 
attractive to people considering relocating from the East, city leaders forged forward, establishing 
a park commission, maneuvering park ordinances, and drafting charters that would empower the 
city to condemn lands for public use.17 

Between 1893 and 1915, George Kessler designed a series of plans for Kansas City in order to 
accommodate and guide the continuing development and expansion of the city. By the time the 
majority of these plans were completed, Kansas City had taken shape as a city greatly influenced 
by the landscape ideals of the City Beautiful movement, which had yet to be fully realized 
throughout the nation. 18 Kessler's great success in Kansas City expanded his career 
opportunities, and shortly after completing his park and boulevard system, he was hired to be the 
Superintendent of Parks for what was, at the time, "a little railroad - the Kansas City, Fort Scott 

16 Ibid. 

17 Ibid., 102-103. 

18 Ibid., 125. 
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and Gulf." 19 The task assigned to Kessler was to take charge of and oversee the beautification of 
all stations owned and operated by the railroad in Kansas City. 

d. Population Growth and Civic Improvements: The Emerging Railroad 

As Kessler's plan was further designed and implemented, the pressures of population growth 
continued to plague Kansas City. Among the greatest physical and visual impacts of this 
phenomenon were the limitations on, and the ongoing deterioration of, the old Union Depot. A 
popular local newspaper, the Kansas City Star, frequently publicized the severely adverse 
conditions of the old station and its undesirable neighborhood, and expressed the pleas of Kansas 
City residents to improve these unbearable circumstances. As stated earlier, Union Depot was 
constructed to handle and service a population of approximately 60,000. Citizens' groups, 
business leaders, and other activists, aware of the station's struggle to survive at the tum of the 
century amidst a population approaching 200,000, soon became focused on convincing the Union 
Depot Company to construct a new rail terminal for Kansas City. 

Miscellaneous articles appearing in the Kansas City Star indicate that complaints surrounding the 
Union Depot station included passenger objection to being exposed to the elements and excessive 
engine smoke on the platforms, malfunctioning toilet rooms, severe overcrowding, and a limited 
use of tracks. One of the station's greatest impediments was its low-lying West Bottoms location. 
Bounded on two sides by riverbank, the station was quite susceptible to flooding. Recognizing 
the limitations of the station and its site, the Union Depot Company attempted to improve 
conditions by remodeling the station's interior. Acknowledging that this effort offered only 
temporary relief to passengers, the Company, in 1901, resolved to search for an adequate site. 
Though redevelopment of a new station at the West Bottoms site was considered, the Great Flood 
of 1903, which virtually destroyed the area, forced the Company to search for an alternative 
location. 

B. HISTORY OF THE BUILDING 

1. Selecting a Station Site 

When the Union Depot Company, after years of indecision, had not chosen a site for the new 
station by early 1905, six rail companies terminated their associations with the Company and 
announced their intention to build a new station just south of the city's retail district.20 Estimating 
that the station project would cost approximately $4 million, the railroad secured options on 44 
acres of land and submitted proposals to the city council. On July 10, 1906, the Kansas City Belt 
Railway Company and the Union Depot Company merged into the Kansas City Terminal 
Railway Company (KCTRY).21 It was this newly formed corporation that eventually pursued the 
relocation and construction of the new terminal building for Kansas City. 

19 Ibid., 108. 

20 Ibid., 196. 

21 Ibid., 197. 
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The site selected for the new station, though not ideal on account of its steep grade and location 
within an "ugly wasteland" with only a few warehouses nearby, held many advantages.22 

Described as low and broad, the site could accommodate a large number of tracks, a situation 
ideal for a "through" station.23 Additionally, the site was not susceptible to floods, was visible 
from downtown Kansas City, Missouri, and was in close proximity to several of Kansas City's 
finer residential communities. A particular benefit was that a portion of the land was already 
owned by the KCTRY. The amenities of the new location would allow the Railway Company to 
build "a giant structure symbolic of their wealth and power, flanked by parks and tied to the city's 
developing boulevard system. "24 

Gaining City Council and Citizen Approvals 

By 1906, preliminary plans for the station had been prepared by Chicago-based architect, Jarvis 
Hunt. Hunt had been officially selected by railroad executives on June 18, 1906, overcoming 
significant competition from the acclaimed D.H. Burnham and Company (also of Chicago), and 
Howe, Hoit and Cutler of Kansas City.25 In order to secure the approval of plans for the station, 
local citizens needed to approve a charter amendment that addressed such pertinent items as the 
construction of viaducts, rights-of-way, and improvements to the station's surroundings. 
Negotiations on these issues between the railroad companies and the city council continued for 
approximately three years. On July 7, 1909, the council approved the plan, granting the KCTRY 
the following: 1) a 200-year franchise; 2) authorization to run six "through" tracks; 3) liability 
for all land damages; and, finally, 4) obligation of the Company to construct twenty-six viaducts 
and eleven subways.26 Seeing the opportunity to link the station to ongoing City Beautiful 
efforts, the city council also required the rail company to purchase over 8V2 acres of land directly 
south of the station site for use as a park. The only additional limitation on the station 
development was its cost. Citizens agreed that construction and its associated efforts should not 
exceed $2.8 million. 

On September 9, 1909, a special election was held to determine whether or not the citizens of 
Kansas City would approve of the proposed design and beautification efforts planned by the 

22 Ibid. 

23 A "through" station can be described exactly as its name suggests; trains pulled into the station from one 
direction, stopped for service and/or loading, and continued on "through" the station toward the opposite direction 
from which they came. 

24 Wilson, 197. 

25 Wilson, 199. It appears that the Railroad Security Commission may have approached Jarvis Hunt as 
early as 1901 with the request that he produce plans for the station and its approaches. This is highly likely, 
considering that by 1906, a fairly complete and well-thought-out design for the station and its operations was 
presented by Hunt's office. The National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form also suggests that planning 
for the new Kansas City Union Station began in 1901 when the KCTRY secretly commissioned Jarvis Hunt to 
design a new station. Please see "Kansas City Union Station," National Register of Historic Places Nomination, 
U.S. Department of the Interior, November 12, 1971. 

26 Wilson, 198. 
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Kansas City Terminal Railway Company. The document the voters had to confirm would grant 
the Railway Company final approval of the plan passed by the city council on July 9, 1909.27 The 
public overwhelmingly supported the proposals set forth by city council and the Kansas City 
Terminal Railway Company, with 708 votes against the proposals being swamped by a tide of 
24,522 votes in favor of the new station and its surrounding boulevard and park improvements. 28 

3. Building the New Union Station 

Jarvis Hunt, considered a "product of the City Beautiful tradition," continued to be well-received 
by the city council, greatly impressing this influential group of business leaders, the general 
public, and railroad executives throughout the station's design development process. Community 
and business leaders respected the architect and his work so strongly that added improvements 
and escalated costs did not deter them from realizing their plans for a monumental station. 
Hunt's original cost estimate for the construction of the building was $3.5 million, substantially 
higher than the limit previously agreed upon by city council members and the Railway Company. 
By 1909, after a series of revisions and improvements to the design, the railroad companies 
enthusiastically supported the project despite its elevated $5.7 million construction figure. 29 

Designed and constructed according to the plans set forth by Jarvis Hunt and approved by the 
city, the new Union Station Terminal was opened to the public in a grand Opening Day 
Ceremony held on October 30, 1914. The new station was impressive, a bold T-shape design that 
was the third largest station in the United States at the time of its construction. Innovative design 
placed the station's elegant waiting room over the tracks, and provided separate spaces for 
departures and arrivals. In addition to the impressive grand lobby and main waiting room, the 
station building also housed restaurant and lunchroom facilities, a barber shop, drugstore, and 
baggage and parcel check areas. Union Station was, at the time of its construction, hailed as a 
complement to Kansas City's park and boulevard system. The station was officially declared 
open for traffic at 12:00 midnight on November 1, 1914, with the first train arriving a few 
minutes later. 

In an attempt to avoid repeating the undesirable conditions that developed in the area immediately 
surrounding the old Union Depot, city officials and residents designated the park area directly 
south of the station as "Station Park" (illustrated in Kessler's 1915 plan), to be purchased and 
developed as parkland by the city. Eventually, in 1926, this expansive parcel was developed and 
dedicated as Liberty Memorial Park, with a giant limestone terrace topped by a 217' stone shaft 

27 Ibid. 

28 Ibid. 

29 Final estimates ranged closer to $6.3 million. 
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that still towers over Union Station today.30 Designed by Harold Van Buren Magonigle, Liberty 
Memorial stands as Kansas City's memorial to World War I veterans.31 

4. The Station Architect: .Tarvis Hunt 

Jarvis Hunt, the nephew of master architect Richard Morris Hunt, was born in Wethersfield Bow, 
Vermont, in 1859, and built an architectural practice that was notable in its own right. Hunt was 
educated at Harvard University and received his architectural training at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. He established a practice in Chicago, where he supervised the 
construction of the Vermont State Building at the World's Columbian Exposition in 1893.32 The 
quality of his works, which ranged from luxury residences to warehouses, reflects his excellent 
Beaux Arts training. Some of his more important Chicago buildings are the Michigan Boulevard 
Building (1914), the Lake Shore Athletic Club (1924), and the 900 North Michigan Avenue 
Building, (1926, demolished 1984). Other notable works of Hunt include the Newark Museum 
and Bambergers Department Store, both located in Newark, New Jersey.33 

In addition to the Kansas City Union Station, Hunt designed terminals in Oakland, California, 
Joliet, Illinois, and Dallas, Texas. Each of these stations is roughly contemporary with that in 
Kansas City and bears certain similarities of design. Sixteenth Street Station in Oakland, 
completed in 1912, is a simple and symmetrical rectangular design. The main facade features 
three recessed windows similar in both scale and detail to Kansas City Union Station. However, 
Sixteenth Street station is smaller than its Kansas City cousin, and the main entrance to the 
building is through the center arch. The California Department of Transportation Architectural 
Inventory form notes that Hunt's Beaux Arts Classicism was unusual in a region where Mission 
Revival and Mediterranean Revival designs were more typical choices for train station 
architecture. 34 

The recently restored Joliet Union Station (1912) is one of Hunt's most skilled designs. Again, 
he repeats the triple-arched window motif, but breaks up the heavy facade with a balcony level 
and additional entrances on a lower level. The station features a main head house with smaller 
wings to each side, but it is carefully shaped to fit a comer site.35 Dallas Union Station (1912) 
displays a similar massing to the building in Kansas City, but the overall style is heavy and more 

30 Wilson, 204. Wilson's notes indicate that this information was taken from a series of articles that 
appeared in the Kansas City Star, on the 3rd, 5th, and 22nd days of March, 1914. 

31 "Kansas City Union Station," National Register of Historic Places Nomination, U.S. Department of the 
Interior, November 12, 1971, 2. 

32 Henry F. and Elsie Rathburn Withey, Biographical Dictionary of American Architects (Los Angeles: 
Hennessey and Ingalls, Inc., 1970), 308. 

33 The Springfield Reporter (Springfield, Missouri), June 20, 1941. 

34 "Sixteenth Street Station," information packet, received from Betty Marvin, Office of Planning and 
Building, City of Oakland, California. 

35 "Joliet Union Station," information packet, received from James Haller, Office of Community and 
Economic Development, City of Joliet, Illinois. 
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angular. Certainly Kansas City Union Station was one of Hunt's finest designs and a capstone to 
his career. Jarvis Hunt retired to St. Petersburg, Florida, in 1927, and died there in 1941.36 He 
was buried in his hometown of Wethersfield Bow.37 Hunt's papers have not been located and 
may not have survived intact. 

Two men in Hunt's office deserve particular mention since, from cumulative documentary 
evidence (i.e., signatures on multiple drawings and/or pieces of correspondence), it is clear that 
they were <..:entral to the design and construction of Kansas City Union Station. Charles 
Bohasseck, a key designer in Hunt's office, played an important role in the design of the station. 
He was later promoted to partnership, and the firm was renamed Hunt and Bohasseck. A.H. 
Buckley was Superintendent for the Architect and Hunt's full-time, on-site representative during 
construction of the station from September 1911 to January 1915. 

5. Construction of Union Station 

On September 9, 1909, the citizens of Kansas City overwhelmingly approved Jarvis Hunt's plans 
for the new Union Station. 38 H.L. Harmon, president of the KCTR Y, promised to begin 
construction within thirty days. 39 Finalizing the site plans and station design took longer than 
Harmon anticipated, however, and construction did not begin for another two years. In the course 
of development of the design with the railway company, Hunt made radical changes to his 
original design. A reporter from the Kansas City Star observed the changes. He noted: 

The Star printed a picture of the plans for the new station more than a year ago, 
but they have been changed. The south front is to be plain and not to have the 
big arches that were in the former plans. The arches are to give way to columns 
and the roof is to be flat instead of oval. The same is true of the roof that covers 
the waiting rooms. The inside of the station and the trackage plans are to remain 
the same. It is an improvement over the first plans.40 

Hunt finished a completed set of drawings for the station building in December 1910, but 
excavation did not begin until August 20, 1911.41 W.S. Kinnear, president of the KCTRY, led the 
project. John V. Hanna, Chief Engineer for the Terminal Railway, assisted by an engineering 
department of 180 employees, oversaw construction of the building. The primary contractor for 

36 The Springfield Reporter (Springfield, Missouri), June 20, 1941. 

37 Withey, 308. 

38 Wilson, 198. 

39 Kansas City Public Library (hereafter KCPL), Clipping 38, unlabeled, n.d. 

40 Untitled, Kansas City Star, November 12, 1910. KCPL, Clipping 14. 

41 Letter from Hanna to J.M. Meade, December 29, 1916, Kansas City Terminal Railway Correspondence 
(hereafter KCTRY Correspondence), Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. It is 
unclear whether Hanna is referring to the date of start of construction, since a November 12, 1910, Kansas City Star 
article mentions excavation at the site. 
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construction of the building was the George A. Fuller Construction Company of New York, 
which had recently completed construction of the Chicago Northwestern station. The Fuller 
Company built several landmarks of American architectural history, including the Monadnock 
Building in Chicago and New York's Flatiron Building. E.S. Belden, the general manager of the 
Fuller Company for Union Station, had worked with Hunt on his earlier Commerce Building. 
Frederick W. Winters served as Fuller's on-site superintendent for the project, while A.H. 
Buckley carried out similar duties for Hunt.42 Hunt continued to correspond with KCTRY over 
such matters as the selection of finish materials for the building and Lhe layout of offices and 
public facilities throughout the construction of the building. 

The railway company had grand ambitions for the new station. W.E. Kleinpell remarked to 
Hanna, "There is something about [the appearance of the building] that puts one in the mind of 
some grand old Roman work. "43 Railway president H.H. Adams set a tablet with the names of the 
builders and boosters of the station into its walls in 1912 (the location is unknown), and 
proclaimed: 

The Union Depot is the most expensive building in the city ... and the far future 
ought to know its story ... In all Egypt ... there was not a building that cost as 
much as Kansas City's new Union Depot will cost. The people were not nearly 
as well educated and not so ambitious ... Nothing will be more conclusive of 
progress to future generations than a demonstration of Kansas City's change 
from the old to the new Depot. 44 

Hunt and the railways continued to change the design of the new building as it was being 
constructed. Railway officials traveled to New York and other East Coast railroad stations, 
observing everything from the flow of passenger traffic to the attractiveness of the furnishings. 
Hunt designed many of the furnishings and fittings used in Union Station, including the elegant 
ticket office in the grand lobby, the sturdy waiting room benches, and light fixtures throughout 
the station. Many of the other fittings, especially the furnishings in the facilities operated by the 
Fred Harvey Company, were designed and produced by the Chicago firm of Taussig & Flesch.45 

Much of the interior decorating was performed by the William F. Behrens Company. 46 The 

42 Kansas City Star, March 3, 1912. KCPL, Clipping 84. 

43 Letter from Kleinpell to Hanna, May 6, 1912, KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University 
of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

44 Kansas City Star, May 6, 1912. KCPL, Clipping 26. Adams also mentions that he cannot envision the 
station falling into disuse or disrepair. 

45 KCTRY Correspondence, January to March 1913, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, 
Lawrence, Kansas. 

46 Letter from Hunt to H.H. Adams, January 26, 1914, 92-05-12, Box 54, File 339-8, Part I, KCTRY 
Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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elevators were built by the Otis Elevator Company from designs by Hunt and Martin Schwab of 
Chicago, the mechanical engineer for the project.47 

By July 1914, the nearly completed Union Station received a favorable review from the 
Architectural Record, which commended Hunt's design as one of the most interesting station 
buildings in the West.48 On October 30, 1914, the station opened to the public. Newspaper 
illustrations documented local pride in the monumental new station. The Kansas City Star 
observed the thrill of the crowd as more than 8,000 people watched the parade and listened to the 
gun fire that marked the opening of the grand new station. Boy Scouts marched, women fainted, 
and Jarvis Hunt observed: 

Personally, I can't see one single [way in which] the great Pennsylvania station in 
New York excels this one ... For completeness of detail and ability to care in 
every way for the comfort and convenience of those whom it serves, this station 
can hold up its head with the best of them. 49 

6. Listing of Contractors and Suppliers 

A letter from Hanna, dated January 31, 1912, to C. E. Johnston, Chief Engineer of Kansas City 
Southern Railway Company, cites the following contractors and suppliers involved in the 
construction of Union Station. Additional suppliers, fabricators, and contractors were named in 
the Superintendent for the Architect's "Weekly Progress Reports."50 

Materials: Subcontractor: Materials shipped from: 

Sand 

Cement 

Rock 

Pressed Brick 

Stewart Peck Sand Company 
Kansas City, Missouri 

Union Sand & Material Co. 
Kansas City, Missouri 

National Brick and Stone Co. 
Kansas City, Missouri 

Thomas Molding Co. 
Chicago, Illinois 

Kaw River, Kansas City, Kansas 

Cement City, Missouri 

Sugar Creek, Missouri 

New Straitsville, Ohio 

47 Contract between KCTRY and Otis Elevator Co., March 4, 1914, 93-09-45, Box 28:b, Contract E-219, 
KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

48 Harold D. Eberlein, "Recent Railway Stations in American Cities," Architectural Record 36 (July 1914): 
113. 

49 "The Station is Open," and "Jarvis Hunt's Great Day," The Kansas City Star, October 30, 1914, 1. 

50 John V. Hanna to C.E. Johnston, January 31, 1912, 92-05-12, Box 54, File 339-12, Part I; and 
Superintendent for the Architect's "Weekly Progress Reports," various dates; both items from KCTRY 
Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 



Pressed Brick 

Common Brick 

Common Brick 

Hollow Common 
Brick 

Lime 

Hydraulic Cement 

Structural Steel 

Structural Steel 

Reinforcing Rods 

Cast Iron 

Bedford Stone 

Granite 

Terra Cotta 

Waterproofing 

Plumbing 

Ornamental Iron 

Bonner & Marshall 
Chicago, Illinois 

Fredonia Brick Co. 
Fredonia, Kansas 

Iola Brick Co. 
Iola, Kansas 

Humboldt Brick Mfg. Co. 
Humboldt, Kansas 

C.A. Brockett Cement Co. 
Kansas City, Missouri 

C.A. Brockett Cement Co. 
Kansas City, Missouri 

American Bridge Co. 

Strobel Steel Construction 
Company 

W.B. Hough Co. 
Chicago, Illinois 

Modem Steel Structural Co. 
Waukesha, Wisconsin 

Reed Stone Co. 
Bedford, Indiana 

Booth Bros. & Hurricane Island 
Granite Co., New York, New York 
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Kittaning, Pennsylvania 

Fredonia, Kansas 

Iola, Kansas 

Humboldt, Kansas 

Springfield, Missouri 

Fort Scott, Kansas 

Gary, Indiana and 
Ambridge, Pennsylvania 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Waukesha, Wisconsin 

Bedford, Indiana 

Waterford, Connecticut 

American Terra Cotta & Terra Cotta, Illinois 
Ceramic Works, Chicago, Illinois 

Standard Asphalt & Rubber Co. Independence, Kansas 
Chicago, Illinois 

John Degnan Plumbing Co. [various places] 
Chicago, Illinois 

Hecla Iron Works Brooklyn, New York 
Brooklyn, New York 



Misc. Iron Work 

Misc. Iron Work 

Iron Doors, etc. 

Reinforced 
Concrete Work 

Lumber 

Lumber 

Lumber 

Lumber 

Tile Installation 

Brick Installation 

Concrete and Glass 
Roof Panels 

Refrigeration Plant 

Light Fixtures 

Telephone 

Copperwork 

Membrane Roofing 

Roof Tile 

Scagliolia 

Kansas City Structural Steel Co. 
Kansas City, Missouri 

Pehl Metal Products Company 

S.H. Harriss & Co. 
Chicago, Illinois 

Stanley Golliek Co. 
New York, New York 

Long Bell Lumber Co. 
Kansas City, Missouri 

Carter Lumber Co. 
Kansas City, Missouri 

Central Coal & Coke Co. 
Kansas City, Missouri 

J.W. Merrill Lumber Co. 
Kansas City, Missouri 

Calhoun Mantel and Tile Co. 

Fogel Company 

American 3-Way Prism Company 

Carbondale Company 

Caldwell Company 

Home Telephone Company 

Henry Weis Cornice Company 

Trinidad Asphalt Roofing Company 

Federal Cement Tile Company 

American Art Marble Company 
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Argentine, Kansas 

Chicago, Illinois 

[various places] 

Louisiana mills 

Arkansas mills 

Louisiana and Texas 
mills 

Arkansas mills 
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Contractors responsible for work other than the station building throughout the rail yard and site 
included: 

Bernard Corrigan 
Wm. P. Carmichael Co. 
Freeborn Engineering & Construction Co. 
Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron Co. 
J.J. O'Heron Co. 
O' Hagan & Lake 
Hortan Concrete Construction Co. 
Union Sand & Material Co. 
Iola Portland Cement Co. 
Lackawanna Steel Co. 
Inland Steel Co. 
Illinois Steel Co. 

Union Station Operation and Function 

Hunt's design for Union Station called for a T-shaped building plan. It was a model of clear 
circulation patterns, functional clarity, and efficiency in the separation of public, private, and 
support functions. Passengers entered the building through the two sets of main doors on the 
south front, or through the covered carriage concourse on the west side. The Grand Hall 
occupied the central portion of the first floor. Passengers could purchase tickets from the semi
circular Ticket Office that projected gracefully from the center of the south wall and place 
telephone calls or telegrams from small rooms located on either side of the Ticket Office. After 
checking bags and parcels in the facilities provided in the west wing, passengers could proceed to 
the North Waiting Room, directly north of the Grand Hall. The placement of the North Waiting 
Room directly over the tracks ensured that passengers had only a short walk or elevator ride to 
their train. Congestion within the station was kept to a minimum by the use of midway passages, 
which ran along either side of the North Waiting Room. Passengers arriving from other cities 
simply exited through the Midways, without having to filter through crowds in the North Waiting 
Room. 

Passengers with time on their hands had more than one place to wait for their trains. The North 
Waiting Room was lined with simple wooden benches, and the area under the large clock, at the 
central bay of the Grand Hall's north wall, was a popular meeting point for Kansas City 
inhabitants for many years. Men had the option of retiring to the Men's Smoking Room in the 
north part of the west wing, or getting a haircut at the adjacent Barber Shop. The lavishly fitted 
men's toilets could be entered through the Men's Smoking Room. Women could use the 
Women's Waiting Room, Women's Retiring Room, and the more modest women's toilets in the 
east wing. First-floor mezzanine-level women's private bathing facilities could be entered from 
the Women's Waiting Room, and a stairway led to the basement mezzanine-level Women's and 
Children's Waiting Area. Waiting passengers were segregated by class as well as by gender. The 
Immigrants' Waiting Room, also called the Second-Class Waiting Room, adjoined the Basket 
Lunch Room at the north end of the North Waiting Room. An isolation room for passengers with 
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contagious diseases was provided to the west of the Immigrants' Waiting Room, with separate 
toilet facilities located to the east of the waiting room. 

The design of Union Station provided plenty of shopping and dining opportunities for travelers 
and locals alike. These facilities were run by the Fred Harvey Company. As passengers passed 
from the Grand Hall to the North Waiting Room, they were tempted by the offerings of the Fruit 
and Candy store to their left, or the News and Books store to their right. Both shops could be 
entered from the Grand Hall, the Midways, or the North Waiting Room. The Drug Store opened 
onto the Grand Hall and Midway at the east side of the lobby. Passengers could purchase sodas 
at the fountain counter, prescriptions could be filled at an adjacent counter, and all manner of 
sundries could be purchased elsewhere in the store. The Cigar Store was logically located 
adjacent to the Men's Smoking Room. 

The most popular Harvey amenities were the food service facilities in the east wing. A stylish 
Lunch Counter with a large marble counter and balcony seating was entered directly from the 
Grand Hall. Customers who wished to linger over their meals might choose a table in the more 
formal restaurant dining room, which was located to the south of the lunch counter. A private 
dining room was provided at the first floor mezzanine. All restaurant areas were served by the 
Harvey kitchens in the east end of the first floor. 

The upper floors of the station building provided office and storage space for the Harvey 
Company and the Kansas City Terminal Railway Companies. In the east wing, the first-floor 
mezzanine level housed the Lunch Counter balcony seating, a private dining room, locker rooms 
for male and female employees, a staff kitchen and dining room, and offices for a Harvey 
manager and other staff. The Harvey Company's offices occupied most of the second floor of the 
east wing. Mr. Harvey's private office in the southeast comer was especially well-appointed, 
with wood paneling and the only fireplace in the building. The third floor of the east wing 
contained a mixture of office space, storage, and utilities. Partition walls were erected to suit the 
needs of the tenants, who included Harvey, the Pullman Company, and other clerical staff.51 Fan 
rooms were located in the northeast and southeast comers of the wing. To the west of the Harvey 
area, above the retail booths in the Grand Hall, a partial first-floor mezzanine provided storage 
and support space for each store. The actual pharmacist for the Drug Store was located in the 
mezzanine above the entrance to the Women's Waiting Room. Also on the first-floor mezzanine 
level, the Ticket Auditor's Office overlooked the Ticket Booth. 

The layout in the west wing echoed the arrangement of offices in the east wing. The mezzanine 
level housed baggage and parcel operations offices and an emergency hospital. The second floor 
offices, which were occupied by Kansas City Terminal Railway auditors, engineers, and other 
staff, flanked a double-loaded corridor in the west wing, in contrast to the more open 
departmental space in the east wing. As in the east wing, a light court was inserted in the central 
portion of the wing. The Railway President's office was located in the southwest comer of the 
building. The third floor of the west wing was lined with storage vaults along the exterior walls 

51 The original Jarvis Hunt plan for the third floor shows space for the Pullman Company in the east wing 
of the third story. Kansas City Union Station, Third Floor Plan, Jarvis Hunt Drawing No. 8, September 3, 1913, 
Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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of the building. Telephone and telegraph offices were located in the interior offices around the 
light court. The fifth and sixth floors of the station building contained very little floor space and 
were used primarily for storage. 

The lower levels of Union Station provided space for crucial operating functions such as baggage 
and mail handling. The basement mezzanine, the first level below grade at the south elevation, 
ran along the north side of the Headhouse and west wing, covering about one-third of the floor. 
This area of the basement mezzanine housed lounge and locker space for trainmen, conductors 
and other railroad employees. A small mezzanine at the south side of the Headhouse, under the 
Ticket Office, was used as a stock room for the Ticket Office. In the east wing, under the Harvey 
restaurants and kitchen, space was provided for food and wine storage and a bakery. The 
basement mezzanine provided connection to the upper floor of the Commissary Wing, also used 
for Harvey Company materials storage. The Women and Children's Waiting Room and Basket 
Lunch Room were directly under the Women's Waiting Room. 

The basement, at the same level as the train tracks, was a logical location for baggage handling 
facilities. The basement level of the Commissary also opened onto the platforms and tracks, and 
was occupied by the Harvey Company as storerooms for food, retail goods, and bulk goods. The 
sub-basement of the Headhouse and wings was a wide-open space that afforded the nearby U. S. 
Post Office space for mail-handling operations and equipment. 

Separate Railway and Adams Express buildings, which extended to the west of the station, were 
also part of Hunt's original design. An important and highly functional part of the station plan, 
these structures met the needs of their freight company tenants, who required ready access to 
track level. 

The Fred Harvey Company and Union Station 

Early railroad dining experiences were not pleasant. The food was canned or dried, and 
passengers were forced to consume their meals during rushed station stops. 52 Fred Harvey, an 
English immigrant who had worked in both the restaurant and railroad industries, saw that 
railroad catering was a valuable business opportunity. In 1875, he opened the first Harvey House 
restaurant in Topeka, Kansas, and quickly expanded his operations to other towns.53 

Each restaurant was fitted with the finest furnishings available. Fresh food was shipped by train 
to each destination. Harvey worked hand-in-hand with the railroad companies, particularly his 
first sponsor, the Santa Fe Railroad. Harvey's reputation for excellent service, fine food, and 
reasonable prices spread quickly. Although not every restaurant turned a profit, the system drew 
business to the railroads. 54 Harvey devised an elaborate system to ensure that travelers' meals 
were served promptly upon the arrival of the train in the station. Passengers placed their meal 

52 Pamela Berkman, "The Fred Harvey Story," in Bill Yenne, ed., All Aboard! The Golden Age of 
American Rail Travel (Connecticut: Brampton Books, 1989), 38. 

53 Faith, 92. 

54 Berkman, 38-39. 
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orders while aboard the train. Orders then were wired to the Harvey kitchen, where the food was 
prepared in time to meet the train. Engineers signaled as the train approached the station, and the 
food was placed on the table in the station restaurant.55 Harvey also established a standardized 
menu and level of service throughout the country, setting precedent for the later franchise 
restaurants that came to dominate the American restaurant industry. 56 Fred Harvey died in 1901, 
but the business was continued by his sons, Ford and Byron Harvey.57 

"Harvey Girls," as waitresses in the Harvey establishments were called, played an important role 
in setting the tone of the restaurants. Harvey recruited young women from East Coast and 
Midwestern cities, and gave them jobs in Western stations. He regulated every detail of their 
appearance, emphasized the importance of cheerful manners, and required them to sleep in a 
supervised Harvey dormitory. The neatly dressed Harvey Girl quickly became a mythic figure of 
purity, memorialized in the lyrics to "The Harvey Girl," a song from the 1946 Judy Garland 
movie, "The Harvey Girls." 

I have seen some splendid paintings in my day 
And I have looked at faultless statuary; 
I've seen the orchard trees abloom in May 
And watched their colors in the shadows vary; 
And gazed upon the richest mosques of Turkey, 
But the fairest of all sights, it seems to me, 
Was a Harvey girl I saw in Albuquerque. 58 

Harvey's recruiting had one permanent impact on local populations. Berkman estimates that as 
many as 5,000 Harvey Girls married western railroad employees and farmers. 59 

With the success of the restaurants, Harvey expanded his business to include a wide range of 
services, from retail offerings to luxury accommodations. The opening of Harvey facilities in the 
Kansas City Union Station introduced the company's first drugstore. In 1921, Fred Harvey's son 
explained his decision: 

When the new Union Station in Kansas City was about to be finished a few years 
ago, we were offered ... the chance to run the station drugstore. If it had been a 
question of running an ordinary, good drugstore, we would not have been 
interested ... But when we looked at the possibility of making it ... a more than 
ordinarily serviceable drugstore, we were decidedly interested ... We proceeded 
as nearly as possible in the spirit of the [ very lavish] Florence Hotel. Take a 
minor line like perfumery, for example. We stocked ... just about as 

55 Ibid., 44. 

56 Halberstadt, 93. 

57 Berkman, 50. 

58 Ibid., 40-42. 

59 Ibid., 42. 
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comprehensive an assortment as you can find on State Street or Fifth A venue 
anywhere. There was no possibility of its paying its own way any time soon and 
we did not expect it to ... But we did expect the perfume line to please people. 
We expected it to make a good impression, not only for itself, but for the rest of 
the store. We expected it to set them talking about it and causing other people to 
come and see it. And after a while, on its own account, as well as by boosting 
sales in the rest of the store, we expected it to pay. 

And it certainly has not disappointed us. We do a larger business in this one, 
ordinarily trifling line ... than many prosperous drugstores altogether. Which, 
of course, is saying nothing of the effect on sales in the rest of the store, which 
has been considerable. 

We have not specialized in all lines to the same extent ... but in every 
department of the store we have strived in some way to exceed the service 
expected, even though it could not be done at an immediate profit.60 

Harvey's services changed with developments in the railroads. By the 1930s, faster train service 
had eliminated the need for meals to be served at station stops, and the bulk of Harvey's business 
moved to dining cars and other on-board services. The rapid decline of passenger rail traffic in 
the post-World War II period hurt Harvey's business considerably, and in 1968, the company was 
sold to Amfac., Inc., of Hawaii. Amtrak bought the Santa Fe passenger service in 1973. 61 

In conclusion, Kansas City Union Station was significant as a state-of-the-art railway station that 
provided a high level of commercial and passenger service while also serving as a proclamation 
of the city's ambitions and ideals. Its handsome Beaux-Arts design by renowned architect Jarvis 
Hunt epitomized the City Beautiful principles that contributed so strongly to Kansas City's 
character during the early twentieth century. Not only did the station attest to Kansas City's 
economic success and progressive urban character, it contributed to the city's continued 
prosperity by serving as an important transportation center for both the city and the surrounding 
region. 

60 Ibid., 50. 

61 Ibid., 50-53. 
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Constructed at the height of the City Beautiful Movement, Kansas City Union Station is a fine 
example of early twentieth-century Beaux Arts Classicism. The grandiose station exhibits many 
of the characteristics typical of this architectural style, including a variety of decorative elements 
and stone finishes, projecting facades, pavilions, an enriched entablature, and colossal columns. 
Triumphal gateway arches and a cleverly devised six-part composition add to the building's 
classic and highly articulated organization. The building's six sections comprise its T-shaped 
footprint. The head of the "T," or "headhouse" as it is referred to in Hunt's original set of 
drawings (1910), includes the central entrance block, two side wings, and two end pavilions along 
the south facade. A final component, the North Waiting Room wing, extends as the tail of the 
"T" north of the central entrance block. Specific public and support functions were planned and 
contained within each of these distinct sections. This ordered arrangement established a 
hierarchy of spaces, allowing the headhouse to dominate the station as it rises from the 
intersection of its adjoining wings. The clarity of the building's exterior organization is carried 
over into its grand interior spaces. 

The primary building material is Indiana Blue limestone, a combination Blue Bedford stone 
quarried in Indiana. Polished Vermont Grey granite composes the base of the building at the 
south facade. Concrete forms the building's remaining facades. An open-air, cast-iron and glass 
Carriage Pavilion adjoins the station's west wing at the first floor. Recurrent decorative elements 
include Neoclassical pilasters, simple banding, rusticated stone work, foliated trim, and 
pedimented fenestration. 

Union Station can be defined, in part, by the series of immense windows that line and dominate 
its central entrance block. The combination and placement of these windows allows light to filter 
into and through the station, creating an almost transparent effect that makes the building appear 
lighter and more compact than its actual massing. An uninterrupted view through the station is 
provided by the three triumphal arched windows along the south facade directly aligned with two 
equal sized windows at the upper east and west ends of the north elevation of the headhouse. An 
arched entryway to the North Waiting Room aligns with the south facade's central window. 
Additionally, large rectangular windows are centered at the east and west facades of the 
headhouse. Dramatic shadows cast into the interior by this composition of windows add to the 
grandeur of this brilliantly designed station. 

The use of natural light was a critical consideration in the design and planning of Kansas City 
Union Station. Varying sizes, shapes, and patterns of windows along the building's exterior 
appear to dictate specific public and private functions planned along the building's interior. The 
Grand Hall and North Waiting Room, large public areas intended to accommodate substantial 
crowds, are lined with an immense and repeated series of windows, while smaller, private support 
areas feature a more intimate, human-scaled treatment. In addition to exterior fenestration, light 
courts also were incorporated at the center of the east and west wings. Light courts provide 
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window openings at the second and third floor wing interior offices and contain large skylights 
that provided natural light to the first floor public areas of both the east and west wings. 
Sky lights also were used to provide natural light to other areas of the building with no external 
windows, such as the Ushers' Room at the first floor and the fifth and sixth floors, which are 
concealed within the entablature and cornice level of the headhouse. Light wells in the south 
plaza allow natural light to filter into the windows of the basement mezzanine and basement areas 
of the headhouse and wings. 

South Elevation: The Principal Facade 

The clarity and organization of Jarvis Hunt's design scheme for Union Station is most clearly 
exhibited in its elegant south, or plaza, facade. The station's orientation, massing, distinct 
separation of space and function, precise construction, and references to both the City Beautiful 
Movement and the grand phase of American railroad architecture are all explicitly expressed 
along this principal facade. The south elevation presents the station's headhouse rising distinctly 
above the adjoining wings to the east and west. 

a. The Headhouse 

The handsome, 258' x 160' central entrance block, with its monumental arched window 
composition, dominates the building. The windows, 92' in height, extend from the entrance at 
grade level to just above the building's fourth story. All three of these multipaned arched 
windows are recessed and bordered by a concave limestone surround. The window frames are 
cast iron, while the sashes are steel. The eastern and westernmost bays function at grade level as 
primary entrances to the building's Grand Hall. Each of these entrances features a projecting 
cast-iron and glass marquee that extends, in a protective fashion, over the building's broad 
entrance walk. The decorative marquee impressively combines an ornamental cast-iron frame 
with delicate wire glass pendants. The marquee is supported by simple cast-iron columns. The 
coffered cast-iron ceilings of the marquees contain prism glass, and concrete skylight panels 
adjacent to the building provide natural light at the entrance doors. The skylight panels remain, 
but have been covered over by new roofing. 

The central bay of this three-part composition does not function as an entrance, but instead 
features a 20' high decorative limestone pedestal. The pedestal is an integral component of the 
original design and, according to a captioned illustration that appeared in the Kansas City Star in 
1914, was apparently intended to receive an ornamental sculpture to be selected by city 
officials. 62 The sculpture was never installed, and the pedestal has remained vacant since the 
building's completion. The central bay is framed on either side by a pair of Roman columns that 
are banded at their lower shank and set on a granite pedestal. The capital of each column meets 
the underside of the building's architrave just below its decorative frieze. Each end window is 
framed by a single banded column also set on a granite pedestal. Each of these single columns 
meets the massive end pylons that define the edges of the headhouse. 

62 "What Will Stand on this Pedestal," Kansas City Star, July 18, 1914. 
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Each end pylon features a single door set into the building's granite base and capped by a granite 
pediment. Above each doorway is a round window framed by a delicately carved limestone 
acorn and acorn leaf wreath. The wreaths are two of the most delicate and distinctive features on 
this massive stone exterior. Each wreath is 6' in diameter and frames fourteen small panes of 
glass set back 2' into the stone. The upper portion of each wreath is bordered by a carved 
limestone ribbon element. A single window appears above the round window at the second-floor 
level. The remaining sections of each end pylon are banded. From its central bay, the building is 
essentially symmetrical. 

The headhouse is accentuated by a stone entablature with a decorative frieze of triglyphs and 
paterae, and a projecting cornice. The entablature design is based on the Roman Doric Order 
with Beaux-Arts mannerisms.63 The cornice features a continuous soffit and a repeated series of 
mutule, each decorated with six rows of guttae. A solid limestone parapet wall with intermittent 
parapet blocks rises above the cornice line to shield the flat and gabled roof beyond. The parapet 
extends to each end pylon where it meets a limestone pedestal and capstone that prominently 
mark the juncture of these two elements. The pedestals act in a similar fashion to the parapet 
wall, shielding a massive gabled pediment that rises beyond it along the east and west elevation. 
The headhouse roof was originally covered with interlocking decorative cast concrete tiles. The 
roof area was divided into three sections, corresponding to the three arched windows below, by 
elevated ribs of the concrete tile. The original tiles were removed in 1994 and replaced with a 
temporary galvanized metal roof to stem the severe leaking that was damaging the interior 
finishes. 

b. East and West Wings 

The headhouse is flanked on either side by identical east and west wings. Like the central block, 
the east and west wings appear virtually as they did when the building was completed in 1914. 
The east and west wings adjoin the north and south end pylons of the headhouse. The wings are 
five bays wide and three stories high above the plaza level. The east and west wings terminate at 
grand, single-bay end pavilions that project forward and rise almost a full story above the cornice 
line of each wing. The first floor of the east and west wings and their end pavilions are finished 
with polished Vermont Grey granite. 

The first floors of the east and west wings feature five, double-hung pedimented windows. The 
window surrounds and pediments are polished Vermont Grey granite. The first-floor mezzanine 
windows begin immediately above the first-floor window pediments and are a tripartite 
composition, featuring a large, double-hung window in the center framed on either side by 
narrow, double-hung sidelights. Limestone banding, which meets the building's granite base, 
surrounds, in a continuous fashion, all first-floor pediments and first-floor mezzanine windows. 
The windows at the second story are identical to the windows on the first-floor mezzanine. All 
window frames are cast iron; sashes are wood. A simple parapet wall rises above the second
floor windows at the eave of the gabled roof to conceal a copper gutter. The roof of the east and 
west wings retain the original tiles. 

63 "Kansas City Union Station," National Register of Historic Places Nomination, 2. 
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A low limestone wall surrounds the front of each wing at grade level, serving as a protective 
barrier to the driveway below the plaza level. The driveway originally connected Grand A venue 
to the east with Broadway to the west via ramps and provided vehicle access to the Rail and 
Adams Express Buildings, the Commissary Building, and the basement level of the station. 

c. Carriage Concourse Pavilion 

One of the most unique and distinct features of the building's south elevation is the open-air 
Carriage Concourse Pavilion that adjoins the west wing. The Pavilion is an open structure 
supported by a series of simple cast-iron columns and sheltered by a two-tiered roof. The second 
tier is a clerestory roof above the first tier and separated by a continuous band of windows. The 
clerestory roof allows natural daylight to filter into and through the open-air room below. An 
exposed lattice trussing system supports the Pavilion roof. Framing elements of this support 
structure are cast iron, echoing the ornamental and structural design of the main entrance 
marquees at the headhouse. Though no longer extant, original drawings indicate that the Carriage 
Concourse Pavilion (referred to in original drawings as the West Marquee) also featured 
ornamental glass pendants at the roof eaves. An open lightwell, surrounded by a low limestone 
wall identical to the lightwell walls at the east and west wings, is positioned at the south side of 
the Pavilion. The Carriage Concourse was paved with end grain wood blocks that remain, but are 
covered with asphalt paving. 

3. North Elevation: Headhouse and Wings 

The secondary exterior facade of the station continues the symmetry established in the south 
elevation, but was executed with less ornamental detailing and elaboration than that applied to the 
primary facade. The north facade of the headhouse shares the essential architectural features of 
the primary facade, especially the large tripartite arched composition. The central bay, however, 
is completely enclosed by the gabled roof of the North Waiting Room. On either side of this 
central bay are arched multipaned windows identical to those of the south facade. Below the sill 
of the arched windows, the north headhouse elevation is covered by the North Waiting Room 
Midways. At the track level, the north elevation of the headhouse is exposed concrete, 
punctuated by miscellaneous small windows and two doors that were intended to provide limited 
light into the services area of the basement and basement mezzanine, visibility of the tracks from 
the Trainmaster' s Room, and direct access to the tracks from the basement level. 

The north elevations of the east and west wings, which terminate at the projecting end pavilions, 
are identical in form to those of the primary facade, except that on the north elevation the 
basement mezzanine and basement levels are visible. The base of the building on the north 
facade is concrete. This concrete base, below the band of five pedimented windows that forms 
the first story, is pierced by three large openings with segmental arched heads and two narrow 
openings. The central large opening features a cast-iron marquee supported from the building 
face by chains. These openings provide access to the concrete loading platforms and the freight 
tracks from the basement level. The end pavilions each contain one large opening at ground 
level, below the first-story pedimented window, and originally also had cast-iron marquees. 
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Adjacent to the west wing pavilion is the cast-iron framed Carriage Concourse Pavilion, which 
sits atop a concrete base. The north facade of the Carriage Concourse Pavilion base fills the area 
between the west pavilion and the Rail Express Building and is pierced by three large segmented
arch openings that originally provided access to a concrete loading platform and to freight and 
passenger tracks that were immediately adjacent to the building. To the east of the east wing, the 
Commissary building originally extended from the end pavilion under and beyond the Main 
Street viaduct. 

4. East and West Elevations: Headhouse and Wings 

The east and west elevations of the headhouse, which are identical, are dominated by the dentiled 
pediment of the gable roof and framed on either side by the limestone pedestals and capstones 
that top the end pylons of the north and south facades. A wide limestone band, following the 
gabled roof line, connects the pedestals, culminating in a simple pedestal at the apex of the gable. 
Below the projecting cornice, which forms the bottom of the pediment, the stone entablature with 
the decorative frieze of triglyphs and paterae runs continuously around the entire headhouse. The 
main feature of the banded stone facades is a central, enormous multipaned vertical rectangular 
window of the same scale as the monumental arched windows of the north and south facades. 
The cast-iron and steel window is set within a recessed rectangular limestone surround and is 
partially concealed within the light court of the east and west wings. These windows contribute 
significantly to the interior play of natural light and to the success of the building's transparency 
achieved when viewed from the south facade. 

The east wing, east elevation fenestration pattern features three, double-hung windows set in 
limestone pedimented surrounds and two tripartite, double-hung sashes set in rectangular 
surrounds at the first floor. Immediately above these pediments are the five first-floor mezzanine 
windows, which are framed by continuous limestone banding. The five tripartite second-floor 
windows are identical in form to those of the mezzanine. The end bays formed by the pavilions 
feature this same window pattern: second-floor and banded mezzanine windows over a 
pedimented window. The mezzanine and second-floor windows are recessed and framed by a 
pair of engaged columns. At the basement and basement mezzanine levels the walls are faced 
with concrete, the board-formed finish still visible. The center three bays at these lower levels are 
covered by the remaining portion of the Commissary Building. The exposed sections of wall to 
either side of the Commissary Building each have a single large, segmental arched, two-story 
opening. The south opening retains the original cast-iron marquee, which is supported from the 
face of the building by chains. 

The prominent views of the eastern elevation from Main Street and Grand Street made the end 
pavilion a natural focal point. The George A. Fuller Construction Company set out one of its 
signs on the east face of the pavilion's stepped limestone roof during the construction of the 
station. 

The west elevation of the west wing is the same as the east at the mezzanine and second-floor 
levels. Because the Carriage Concourse Pavilion intersects the elevation above the first-floor 
level, the first-floor north window has a flat pediment instead of gabled. There are only two large 
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openings at the center of the first floor, one for the entrance doors to the Carriage Concourse and 
one a blind window to the Men's Toilet. 

The overall symmetry of the station is evident on all of the facades; the elements that constitute 
the whole relate in a rich variety of ways to one another. The composition of the south facade's 
pavilions, with their recessed window plane framed by two columns, is replicated on the end (east 
and west) facades. Coupled with the end pavilions that anchor the north facade, the end pavilions 
form a tightly balanced composition. 

The Commissary and Express Buildings 

In its original form, the Commissary extended five bays eastward from the east wing to the Main 
Street Viaduct and then continued under and approximately three bays beyond the Main Street 
Viaduct to a length of nearly 220'. Located at the sub-basement, basement, and basement 
mezzanine levels of the Station, the Commissary is a flat-roofed structure with board-formed 
concrete walls. The large two-story segmented-arch openings at the north and south elevations 
are identical to those at the base of the east wing. The openings were originally filled with large 
windows and doors that provide access to the concrete loading platforms and tracks immediately 
adjacent to the building. The door openings were protected by cast-iron marquees supported 
from the building face by chains. All but two bays, approximately 50', of the Commissary 
Building was demolished during the construction of Two Pershing Square and the new Main 
Street roadway. 

The Rail Express and Adams Express Buildings extend from the west side of the Station 
following the line of Pershing Road. The two three-level buildings extend nearly 1100' to the 
west and are connected via an 80-foot-long tunnel at the sub-basement level. The buildings are 
similar in construction to the Commissary Building. At the two above-grade floor levels, the 
exterior walls are exposed, board-formed concrete. There are large window openings at the upper 
floor, matched by large door openings at the first level. The first-floor door openings are 
protected by continuous iron canopies at both the north and south faces of the building. The 
doors and canopies provided protected access to concrete loading platforms used for vehicle 
loading and unloading at the south side and rail loading and unloading at the north. 

6. North Wing 

The north wing, which encloses the North Waiting Room, the Midways, the Basket Lunch Room, 
and the Immigrants' Waiting Room, extends north from the central bay of the headhouse. A 
unique and integral component of the original station design was the placement of the north wing 
over the sixteen "through-line" tracks that comprised the passenger rail yard below. The wing 
extends from the basement, or track level, up to the height of the fifth-floor level of the 
headhouse. At the track and first-floor level, the north wing is equal to the width of the 
headhouse where it joins the headhouse, but steps in and narrows as the wing extends north. At 
the second through fifth-floor levels, the exterior walls step in farther to become one bay wide. 
The upper portion of the wing is capped with a gabled roof covered with interlocking concrete 
tiles; the lower portions at the east and west have flat, membrane-covered roofs. In its repetitive 
tripartite bays and limestone banding, the north wing exterior continues the rhythms established 
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along the exterior of the headhouse without incorporating the elaborate details of the principal 
facade. 

a. North Facade of the North Wing 

The north facade is divided into two sections, that of the projecting lower levels and that of the 
recessed upper levels. The lower level, which expresses the shape of the Midways at the interior, 
extends from the second-floor level down to grade or track level. The brick- and stucco-faced 
lower portion of the elevation is supported on an exposed concrete base. At the height of the 
first-floor level the exterior is faced with ashlar limestone. Early plans of the site indicate that 
future expansion of the north wing was contemplated, which explains the original stucco-covered 
brick facing. 

At the track level, the north facade features three large window openings that originally contained 
multi-paned windows. Large piers project slightly at either end of the north wall, framing the 
composition. At the first-floor level, a row of nine double-hung windows punctuate the facade. 
In the center a cluster of three windows is flanked on either side by two single windows, and each 
pier is pierced by a single limestone pedimented window opening. 

Set back from the track and first-floor facade plane is the gable-end "clerestory" level faced with 
limestone. The pediment of the gable rises slightly higher than the roof line. Below the heavy 
banded cornice, which projects along all elevations of the North Waiting Room portion of the 
north wing, is a single segmental arch, tripartite window, identical to those on the east and west 
elevations of the North Waiting Room. 

b. East and West Facades of the North Wing 

The west elevation of the north wing, like the east elevation, was at the time of its design and 
construction defined and dominated by the rail yard it bisected. Long, gabled sheds, supported by 
iron trusses, extended out from the first-floor level sheltering train platforms. Approximately 97 
percent of the train sheds, platforms, and tracks were removed from the west rail yard by the 
KCTRY in 1974. All other tracks, sheds, and railyard outbuildings were removed previously in 
1972.64 At the first floor the east and west elevations feature a uniform horizontal band of 
tripartite windows, intercalated with pedimented single windows identical to those on east and 
west wing elevations. The limestone-faced upper portion of the elevation, set back from the 
lower level, is pierced by eight large, segmental-arch, tripartite iron and steel windows. 
Evocative of the large-scale clerestory designed by Charles McKim for the waiting room of New 
York's Penn Station, these windows serve to create an oversized clerestory for the North Waiting 
Room. Running above the cornice level is a low parapet wall, punctuated between each set of 
clerestory windows by a parapet block. The gabled roof of the North Waiting Room is covered 
with original interlocking concrete roofing tiles. 

64 Telephone interview conducted by Robinson & Associates on June 11, 1996, with Donald Sass, Office 
and Field Engineer, Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, Kansas City, Missouri. 
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7. The Train Sheds 

8. 

The train sheds, which are no longer extant, protected passengers from inclement weather. 
Judging from historic photographs, most of the sheds at Union Station appear to have been 
similar to the modular "Bush" shed designed by engineer Lincoln Bush in 1906. The Bush shed, 
which allowed steam to escape through vents directly above the track, was first used in Hoboken, 
New Jersey.65 Station correspondence indicates that officials from Kansas City had visited and 
admired the train sheds in Hoboken while Union Station was under construction. The train sheds 
at Union Station projected east and west of the north wing of the station, sheltering platforms and 
tracks that ran under the building. An August 27, 1911 article in the Kansas City Star described 
the plans for the sheds: 

Each of the eight train sheds will [be] over a pair of tracks and will be about 
1,400 feet long and 17 feet wide. The sheds, of steel and concrete construction, 
will have what Jarvis Hunt ... calls "butterfly roofs." The roofs will slope to the 
center instead of to the sides and the rain, instead of running to the eaves as on an 
ordinary roof, will run to the center and be carried away in spouts contained in 
the supporting columns. There will be no dripping of water, saturated with coal 
dust, from the eaves to the travelers. 

The train sheds over the passenger tracks were built of steel, with trusses spanning the area above 
the tracks. The Strobel Steel Construction Company was responsible for most of the steel work 
on the sheds, while the American 3-Way Prism Company provided roofing material. Historic 
photographs illustrate the original conditions under the roofs of the train sheds. While passengers 
accessed the platform using stairs and elevators from the midway, the baggage handlers used 
freight elevators that connected the platforms with the sub-basement level. The Harvey Company 
provided small staffed kiosks, where passengers could purchase snacks and reading material for 
their journeys. The area was lit by simple electric fixtures. 

Station records document few changes to the train sheds until 1943, when a contract for 
maintenance work mentions that escalator inclines from the midways to the track had punctured 
the roof of the sheds. The eastern train sheds were tom down in 1972, and most of the western 
train sheds were removed in 1976.66 

The Roof 

The various roof surfaces of the Union Station were originally covered with three types of 
roofing: three-ply asphalt and burlap membrane, decorative concrete tile, and glass and concrete 
panels. Decorative cast concrete tiles of various shapes and sizes, fabricated and installed by the 
Federal Cement Tile Company of Chicago, were used at the sloped roof areas at the west end of 

65 Janet Greenstein Potter, Great American Railroad Stations (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1996), 
36. 

66 Telephone interview conducted by Robinson & Associates on June 11, 1996, with Donald Sass, Office 
and Field Engineer, KCTRY, Kansas City, Missouri. 
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the building. The natural cement grey colored concrete tiles were secured on steel channels and 
were set in mortar beds over the membrane coated cast concrete sub-roof slabs. The sub-roof 
slabs were supported by the steel roof trusses. 

Membrane roofing, installed by the Trinidad Company of Kansas City, was used for all flat areas 
of roofing including the areas behind the parapet at the Grand Hall, East and West Wing, East and 
West Wing light courts, Commissary, and Express Building roofs. Membrane was also used at 
the sloped roofs of the original train sheds. Hip-roofed, copper-framed skylights were used 
liberally throughout the flat roof areas. The largest skylights were located in the East and West 
Wing light courts and above the barbershop at the West Midway. Multiple small skylights were 
used at the roof areas of the Grand Hall which are behind the roof parapets, and at the 
Commissary ( east of the East Wing). All of the metalwork associated with the roofs, including 
flashing and ventilators, was fabricated of copper. 

In 1998, the existing roofing materials at the Grand Hall, North Waiting Room, Midways, East 
and West Wings, and light courts were replaced with new materials chosen to match the 
appearance of the original materials while incorporating modem materials technology. All 
decorative concrete tile was replaced with new tile matching the size, shape, color, and texture of 
the original tile. The asphalt membrane was replaced with modem membrane materials, and the 
deteriorated copper flashing was replaced with new copper. The skylights in the East and West 
Wings were repaired, and new glass was installed to replace the damaged original wire glass. A 
new aluminum skylight at the West Midway was installed to match the size and shape of the 
original skylight, which was then missing. Internal drain lines were replaced with cast iron, 
plastic, or copper piping. 

A small amount of masonry work was included with the roofing work, to ensure that the new 
roofs could be properly installed and would not be damaged by future work. The masonry work 
included pointing and repair of the brickwork and the terra-cotta coping and sills at the East and 
West Wing light courts and the brick at the Grand Hall roof parapets. The limestone immediately 
adjacent to the roofing areas was cleaned of tar, asphalt, and old sealant to the extent necessary to 
provide a clean joint for pointing. The open joints and cracks of the Grand Hall parapet and 
sloped roof limestone were pointed with mortar, modem sealant, and joint covers. New roof 
access doors were installed at the existing locations of the Grant Hall roof, and a new access door 
was installed to provide safe access to the Waiting Room Roof. None of the access doors are 
visible from the ground level. Existing roof top mechanical equipment was demolished as part of 
the project, and hazardous materials were abated. 
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The following description is organized first by floor (floors one through six, basement mezzanine, 
basement and sub-basement), and then by the individual spaces that comprise each floor. 
Original conditions will be the primary focus of each description, with relevant alterations 
included as part of the history of each space. The primary descriptive text is based on a collection 
of drawings prepared by Jarvis Hunt between 1910 and 1914. Records reviewed as part of the 
archival research indicated that numerous undocumented changes were made to the building 
during the course of its history. Where drawing, photographic or physical documentation is 
available, the changes are noted in the text. 

Unless otherwise noted, all of the information in this description has been taken from the 
following sources: KCTRY correspondence; historic photographs and drawings from the Kansas 
Collection at the University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence; floor plans and photographs from the 
University of Missouri, Kansas City; newspaper clippings and photographs from the Missouri 
Valley Special Collections at the Kansas City Public Library, Kansas City, Missouri; and 
photographs from the Fred Harvey Collection at the University of Arizona, Tucson. An overview 
of the station floor plan and major alterations follows below. 

2. Summary 

Union Station is a T-shaped building, with the majority of the principal or public spaces on the 
first floor. The Grand Hall, accessed from the south plaza, was intended to establish the 
hierarchy of space and organization and remains the most elaborately detailed of all spaces in the 
station. Oriented in an east-west direction, the Grand Hall originally had, at its center, the 
semicircular Ticket Office, one of the most elegant features of the station. Projecting to the north 
of the Grand Hall is the North Waiting Room, organized along a north-south axis. The North 
Waiting Room, the second most important space in the building and therefore the second most 
elaborately detailed, provided access to the tracks below. These grand public spaces have not 
been substantially altered; they retain most of the original finishes and ornamental details. Other 
first-floor spaces that were important to the original function and character of the station included 
the Midways, where arriving and departing passengers were separated with great functional 
clarity; the gracious Women's Waiting Room and Men's Smoking Room; and the Fred Harvey 
restaurants and shops. The richly decorated Harvey spaces were designed by the firm of Taussig 
& Flesch of Chicago. 

The upper floors of the station provided office and support space for the KCTRY and the Harvey 
Company. These rooms are not as elaborately finished as the public areas of the station. Below 
the first floor, three levels of space provided areas for sorting the enormous quantity of mail and 
baggage that passed through the station; offices, staff and maintenance facilities; and storage and 
preparation areas for the Harvey Company. 

The floor plan of Kansas City Union Station today is remarkably similar to Jarvis Hunt's original 
plan, as constructed. Small-scale alterations were made shortly after the building opened, and 
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improvements were made in the Harvey space frequently over the years. The track and platform 
areas were adjusted through the years to meet the needs of changing traffic patterns. The 
expansion of the postal service facilities, especially with the construction of a new post office 
building in the early 1930s, prompted the expansion of the sub-basement and the construction of 
a tunnel connecting the two buildings. Some of the changes reflected nationwide trends. Shortly 
after the construction of the station, partition walls and segregated bathrooms were added in the 
employee areas, separating African-American and white employees. During World War I, large 
memorial booths in the Grand Hall commemorated the American lives lost.67 Plaza 
improvements, which had been part of the original site plan, were made as budgets allowed. 

Major alterations to the station building were generally confined to the retail spaces, offices, and 
support areas of the building. The restaurant areas were substantially renovated and heavily 
altered in the late 1930s and again in the 1950s.68 The latter renovation, which was carried out by 
the Chicago firm of Holabird, Root and Burgee, also included major changes in the Grand Hall, 
where Hunt's elegantly curved ticket office was altered to form a rectangular booth, and enlarged 
retail and food service enclosures encroached on the open floor areas of the Grand Hall and North 
Waiting Room. 

3. First Floor 

The first floor of the station was richly documented in photographic and textual records. Because 
so much is known about the original use and appearance of most rooms, and because many 
spaces have been significantly altered, this description focuses on the historic appearance of the 
station, with references to the current ( 1996) appearance included as well. Exceptions are made 
for minor spaces that were not well documented historically, and major spaces that are virtually 
intact to their original appearance (notably the Grand Hall and North Waiting Room); in these 
cases, the current appearance of the spaces is described with reference to any missing or altered 
features. In all cases, an effort is made to identify original and early features that remain, and 
those that are missing. 

a. Grand Hall 

As the first interior area experienced by the visitor to the station, the Grand Hall was, and 
remains, the building's most ornate and monumental space. The Grand Hall remains highly intact 
as compared to Jarvis Hunt's Beaux-Arts design, a design that provided an effective and unusual 
disposition of this soaring central area. The circulation pattern established by Hunt's overall 
design for the station is still clearly legible throughout the station interior. By blocking the 
central portal of the main facade, Hunt forced visitors to enter the station from flanking side 
entries, confronting the massive grandeur of the station in its entirety and not focusing on a single 
axis. 

67 The Liberty Memorial, directly across Pershing Road from Union Station, opened in 1926. 

68 See various "Authority for Expenditure" forms from the 1930s, 94-04-5, KCTRY Correspondence, 
Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas; and from the 1950s, 92-05-12, KCTRY 
Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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The vast interior of the Grand Hall is organized spatially by the light-filled, large-bay openings in 
the upper register of the hall. Three giant coffered arches on the south wall are repeated along the 
north wall. On the south wall, all three openings contain windows in their upper register. On the 
north wall, the two end arches contain windows, and the central arch provides access to the North 
Waiting Room. This elaborate central arch on the north wall, as the connector of these two grand 
spaces and the only fully open monumental arch of the interior, is a focal point for the station's 
interior. At the east and west ends of the Grand Hall, a large, rectangular, multi-paned window 
pierces the recessed center of each wall. 

The highly ornamental plaster ceiling is coffered on a scale established by the window openings 
and the building's great height. The walls of the room are articulated by rich yellow Kasota stone 
over a dark red marble dado. The pink and yellow Kasota stone floor, embellished with a 
geometric pattern of polychromatic marble, reinforces the axial relationships of this principal 
space from which all other public functions of the station radiate. 

North and South Walls 

The central arches of the north and south walls, aligned with the axis of the North Waiting Room, 
are the most significant and elaborate of the station. The north arch contains the entrance to the 
North Waiting Room; the south arch was originally occupied by the semicircular Ticket Office. 

The central, monumental, coffered arch of the north wall originally provided a ceremonial entry 
to the North Waiting Room and on to the trains below. This arch, the only monumental arch 
open in its entirety, is the most elaborately embellished of the station's interior. Recessed from 
the coffered arch, projecting from an enormous segmented-arched tympanum, is a massive 
cartouche. Set against a sunburst backdrop, the carved cartouche is surmounted on an ornate 
entablature, supported by decorative brackets. A keystone at the base of the tympanum is 
embellished by three stylized ears of com. The station's clock, 6'-6" in diameter, is suspended 
from a recessed panel in the underside of the segmented arch. The clock and the rest of the 
decorative elements of the central north wall arch remain unchanged as original landmark features 
of the station's interior. 

The other enormous arched window bays of the station's north and south walls are filled on their 
lower halves by three-level, recessed, cast-iron door frames, window frames, and spandrel that 
extend from the first-floor level to the base of the ornate cast-iron railing that lines each second
floor balcony. The door openings function as the principal passageways to other areas of the 
station, directing and reinforcing the circulation pattern of the station. The two passageways on 
the south wall of the station lead to vestibules that open onto the exterior Station Plaza. The two 
passageways on the north wall lead to the East and West Midways, which flank the North 
Waiting Room, and eventually down to the train platforms. The uppermost level of these metal 
structures serves as an open walkway; there were originally seven of these, one spanning each 
giant window bay, connecting the second floor around the perimeter of the Grand Hall. Most of 
these balconied walkways contained numerous radiators, the source of heat for the Grand Hall. 
Doors leading to and from each balcony along the second floor are capped by rounded pediment 
lintels, and set within a recessed and heavy molded frame; the Kasota stone door surrounds 
feature a decorative voussoir. The balconies of these walkways feature an elaborate Beaux-Arts 
balustrade. 
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Between the first-floor mezzanine casement windows and the second-floor level is a simple 
frieze, featuring a long horizontal band framed by paterae blocks, below which is a Vitruvian 
scroll or wave frieze, common in classical ornamentation. A decorative geometric framework 
defines the spandrel between the mezzanine-level windows and the first floor doors. Nine large, 
metal, pivot windows, divided into two panes by a vertical mullion, close off the first-floor 
mezzanine level. At the floor level, there are nine identical bronze-clad wood doors with glass 
panes and bronze hardware, topped by operable hopper transoms divided into two panes by 
vertical mullions. The spandrel between the mezzanine and the first-floor door heads was 
originally used as a signage panel to direct passengers. On the north wall, where these portals 
brought passengers from the trains into the station, they read "From Trains." On the south wall, 
where these portals led passengers to outside transportation, the labels changed a number of times 
over the course of the station's history, including signage at the east passageway along the south 
wall that once read "TO MONARCH & YELLOW CABS." 

On areas between the arched openings, the wall openings are detailed with a two-story dark red 
marble surround. Framed by pillars, these door surrounds are duplicated around the perimeter of 
the Grand Hall. The marble, pedimented headers of these door surrounds are mounted atop a 
horizontal decorative band with corner blocks inset with paterae. Along the tops of the wide door 
jambs are decorative brackets that culminate in rosette paterae and three <lentils. These tall door 
surrounds are partitioned horizontally into sections. At floor level, there originally were paired 
bronze-clad wood doors with sectioned transoms above, set into cast-iron frames, or clear 
openings with folding iron gates. At the mezzanine level, the portal is filled with a band of 
vertical metal-frame pivot windows, functioning as an elongated supertransom. The spandrel at 
the mezzanine floor was traditionally used for signage. 

These impressive door surrounds originally served as the entries to concession rooms, food 
service facilities, and gender-specific waiting room and toilet facilities. Along the north and 
south walls, the dark red marble door surrounds alternated between the large arched portal 
windows. On the north wall, the entrance at the westernmost end was originally labeled "Men." 
It later also featured a hanging sign indicating that the barber shop was contained within. A 
barber pole was also affixed to the jamb of the entrance. On the other side of the West Midway 
doors was the Fruit and Candy concession. This sign was later changed to read "Candy Shop," 
although the other entrance to this concession, from the interior of the central north arch, retained 
the original signage. On the eastern side of the north arch wall was the "News and Books" store, 
which later featured a hanging sign similar to the barber shop. On the south wall, flanking the 
Ticket Office, was the "Western Union" office to the east and the "Telephone Room" to the west. 
The end bays of the south wall served as entries onto halls that led to the upper-floor offices. 

On the north and south walls, as throughout the Grand Hall, the walls are faced with blocks of 
warm-toned yellow Kasota stone. Large pilasters frame the bays of the room, extending from 
plinth bases with carved oak leaf designs to a heavy entablature that encircles the entire room. 
From the level of the second floor up, these plain pilasters became fluted. Hunt indicated that, at 
this second-story level, entasis for the pilasters should begin, to counteract the appearance of 
concavity given by straight-sided columns. The pilasters culminate in capitals that feature a 
raised shield without any crest or emblem. The entablature has numerous elements to it. Above 
an unadorned architrave is the main frieze, composed of fluted horizontal panels. The Greek key 
frieze that was planned for this section, according to Hunt's drawings, was not executed. The 
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panels not situated over the large window openings are punctuated by a single, centered, circular 
medallion. The cornice is characterized by oversized dentilling. Above the cornice is an unusual, 
recessed, coffered cove block, though this coffering and the paterae at each intersection of the 
coffers are not visible from the ground. Encircling the entire room, this recessed area gives the 
otherwise heavy and ornate ceiling a lofty, almost floating presence. 

Projecting from the north and south walls between the pilasters are eight original elegant, two
tiercd, torchere sconces, echoing in their design the elaborate tiered chandeliers hanging at the 
center of the Grand Hall. 

East and West Walls 

The large vertical rectangular window openings of the east and west walls are configured 
differently than those of the north and south. The area below the centered window is filled by a 
large dark red marble facade. The three large door openings on the east and west walls extend 
from the floor level to the second-floor level in height. On the east, the doors served as the 
entrance to Harvey's Lunch Counter, and on the west to the Carriage Concourse Lobby. At the 
second-floor balcony, underneath the large window, is a single round pedimented door surround. 
This limestone door surround on the balcony led to the second-floor offices. The massive metal 
balustrade surmounted a frieze of panels and paterae, supported by decorative brackets, identical 
to others in the lobby. On the east wall, the mezzanine level of each door opening originally 
contained four vertical metal pivot windows flanked by pairs of vertical sidelights. 

The first-floor level, which led to Harvey's Lunch Counter, originally featured paired bronze 
doors flanked by a metal framework of sidelights and transom lights in the end bays. In the 
center was a series of multi-paned windows. By 1927, this configuration had been altered. The 
central bay became the entrance, with a set of four doors with glass panels and a transom of four 
square lights, and the side bays were composed of storefront glass and four-light transoms 
identical to that of the center bay. 69 This entrance was altered again during the modernization 
program of the late 1950s.70 On the west wall, the three large door surrounds are open portals 
leading to the Carriage Concourse Lobby. 

The secondary openings of the east and west walls were originally identical in form to those of 
the north and south walls, discussed above. There were two of these two-story, marble door 
surrounds on each wall, framing the central tripartite openings. On the east wall, the 
northernmost was the entrance to the Women's Waiting Room. The original signage reading 
"Women" is still legible; it is surmounted by a beauty salon sign, still extant, of a more recent 
date. The other smaller entrance on the east wall led to the Harvey restaurant. On the west wall, 
the north opening was originally labeled, "Cigars," and contained the Cigar Store. Situated near 

69 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, September 1927, 94-94-5, Item 14, Kansas Collection, 
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

7° Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, Authority for Expenditure, July 10, 1957, 92-05-12, Box56, 
File 339-22, Part V, KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, 
Kansas; and Kansas City Union Station, Grand Hall, First Floor Plan, c. April 1958, Kansas Collection, University 
of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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the Men's Smoking Room and Barber Shop on the north wall, this area formed the men's section 
of the station. According to November 1, 1912 Hunt drawings, the south bay was originally filled 
by a marble counter and three teller-type bronze windows and wickets for the cashier's office. 
Later the use of the space was changed to retail and the storefront window system installed. 

The Ceiling 

The ornamental plaster coffered ceiling showcases a repetitive Neoclassical pattern that 
incorporates intricate rosettes and foliated running molds. Its design is defined by three immense 
coffers, measuring approximately 41 '-9" x 44', which are proportionally placed along the length 
of the ceiling. Each of the three large coffers is bordered by a repeating pattern of four 
rectangular coffers, measuring 44' in length and 15'-8" in width. An individual coffer, designed 
in a complementary pattern and measuring approximately 21' square, separates each rectangular 
coffer and defines the edges of each larger, center square. The perimeter of each coffer is detailed 
with a cornice of egg and dart molding. 

Each of the three immense coffers combines a series of geometric and radial patterns. The central 
medallion of the large coffers features a floral patera enclosed in a sunburst design similar to that 
behind the cartouche in the north arch. From each of these elaborate medallions in the center of 
the three large coffers hangs an elegant, three-tiered iron and gilt chandelier. Each of the smaller 
rectangular coffers is divided into three separate squares; the two end squares measure 15'-6" in 
length, while the central, most decorative block measures 13'-9". The two end blocks are 
identical, featuring a square, inlaid and beveled plaster band and punctuated at its center by a 
modified rosette. The banding in each end square is open and extended where it meets the central 
block, creating a ribbon effect that appears to join the two end squares through the central block. 
The central block is open and unadorned at its center, but framed on all four sides by a raised 
foliated band. 

Though in a state of serious disrepair, the elements of the Grand Hall ceiling appear virtually 
intact and clearly legible as original and integral to the design of the station. The three-tiered 
chandeliers, which add to the grandeur of this space, are also extant. 

The Flooring 

Drawings prepared by Jarvis Hunt in 1911 indicate that the architect's original intention was to 
lay an elaborate and decorative floor in the Grand Hall, directly reflecting the geometric and 
radial pattern of its ceiling. 71 Though identical in plan, the decorative treatment of the floor as 
actually laid differed substantially. Intended to be executed in marble, Hunt's original design 
would have presented a series of large central blocks (identical in size and placement to the large 
central blocks above) banded by a simple, narrow geometric border. Within the border and 
constituting the majority of the square was a continuous basketweave pattern that appeared as a 
geometric weave. Each section would have been punctuated at its center by a circle with radial 
sections, which, in its simplicity and form, deferred to the more elaborate and focal sunburst 

71 Kansas City Union Station, Half First Floor Plan of the Grand Hall, Jarvis Hunt Drawing No. 25H 
(partial), August 1, 1911, University of Missouri, Western Manuscripts, Kansas City, Missouri. 
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element in the ceiling above. This pattern was essentially repeated in the smaller rectangular and 
square elements bordering the central block, with one exception; the rectangular block was 
embellished with an elongated diamond pattern that presumably would also have been executed 
in marble. 

Photographs taken immediately after the building was constructed indicate that the design for this 
floor pattern, which also was to have been executed and continued within the North Waiting 
Room, was not carried out. The flooring that appears in these early photographs is identical to 
the flooring that currently exists in the Grand Hall and the waiting room. It is assumed that 
changes in the floor design were made onsite during the construction of the building. 

The great expanse of floor laid in the Grand Hall is composed primarily of alternating shades of 
pink and yellow Kasota stone set in squares throughout the length of the Grand Hall. The 
simplified floor, which reflects, to a lesser degree, the geometry of the ceiling, is bordered by a 
grid-like geometric pattern of polychromatic marble. Along the north and south perimeters of the 
floor, in front of each of the smaller bay openings, is a marble design of a star-like pattern 
inscribed within a circle. This design, which features an interlocking series of squares and 
circles, is the most elaborate repeated feature of the executed floor plan. 

The interior of the station's monumental Grand Hall appears today virtually as it did when the 
station opened in 1914. The only major change in this space has been the alteration of the 
station's elegant ticket office, and the installation of free-standing retail and other commercial 
booths as part of a 1958 renovation campaign.72 Fortunately, the 1958 renovation efforts were 
reversible, and all installations have been removed from this space, leaving very little trace of 
their presence. 

Ticket Office 

The central arch of the Grand Hall's south wall was originally occupied by an elegant ticket 
office (no longer extant), designed by Hunt to complement the design scheme of this monumental 
space. Projecting into the center of the room, the semicircular Ticket Office echoed the shape and 
shadow of the monumental arched window above. The base of the office, a continuous ribbon of 
marble, was ringed by a footrest supported on brackets. The red marble base was capped with a 
red marble counter top. Above the counter, elegant geometric bronze grillework and bronze 
windows encircled the office. Each cast bronze bay was articulated by a geometric pattern, with 
rosette paterae at each corner. Running above the window grilles was a simple fluted decorative 
band with unadorned paterae marking each bay. Above this frieze ran a second decorative cast 
bronze band, a Vitruvian scroll. The flat roof of the Ticket Office was covered by a woven wire 
mesh, attached to the bronze cornice that encircled the office. Along the perimeter of the grille, 
extending flush with the curved facade of the Ticket Office, were finished bronze brackets, 
extensions of the girder system that framed the roof of the Ticket Office. The floor inside the 
Ticket Office was wood. According to the 1927 floor plan, the office was furnished with curved 

72 Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, Authority for Expenditure, September 6, 1957, 92-05-12, File 
339-22, Part V, KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas; 
and "Push Work at Union Station," Kansas City Star, April 6, 1958. 
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ticket cases. In the southeast corner, a small Pullman office was provided.73 A vault was located 
at the south wall, and stairs adjoining the vault led to the first-floor mezzanine level where the 
ticket auditors' offices were located. Store rooms for the Ticket Office were located immediately 
below, in the basement mezzanine. 

The remains of Hunt's semicircular Ticket Office still stand between the two main arched 
entrances of the south facade. The original booth was drastically altered in 1958.74 The original 
semicircular footprint of the booth was reduced to a rectangle by removing the projecting half
circle bay. The resulting booth had an open counter with low glass and aluminum dividers, 
giving it a modern, open feeling. The fascia of the booth was sleek aluminum, and featured an 
illuminated "Tickets" sign. Part of a $400,000 modernization program undertaken during the 
1950s in the station, the streamlined ticket booth was hailed by officials as "far more efficient."75 

Today, the skeleton frame of this second smaller booth remains, stripped of its finishes. The 
existing marble counter base and top are original material, as are the remaining roof trusses and 
wire mesh ceiling. 

Temporary Lobby Booths and Displays 

Throughout the history of the station, various temporary booths and displays were mounted in the 
lobby. According to railroad correspondence, Hunt and the railway officials were engaged in 
discussions about the design of an information booth for the Grand Hall as early as 1914.76 

Correspondence between the two parties mentions an octagonal booth, to be built of marble, but 
no such booth is visible in the early photographs of the station. A 1927 floor plan shows two 
octagonal booths in the Grand Hall, both of which have marble counters. In the western half of 
the Grand Hall, an information booth greeted travelers arriving through the west doors and 
Carriage Concourse Lobby. An identically shaped booth, identified as the Yellow Cab booth, 
was located in the center of the eastern half of the lobby. 77 Both booths were removed in 1942, as 
part of a station-wide renovation. A 1930 photograph shows a booth that resembles the 1914 
drawings traded between Hunt and KCTRY.78 The drawings indicate that the booth was to be 

73 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, September 1927, 94-04-5, Item 14, Kansas Collection, 
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

74 "A New Look Develops at the Union Station," undated, no journal name given; "Push Work at Union 
Station," Kansas City Star, April 6, 1958; and Kansas City Terminal Railway Collection, Authority for Expenditure, 
September 6, 1957; both items in 92-05-12, File 339-22, Part V, KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, 
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

75 "A New Look Develops at the Union Station," undated, no journal name given, Kansas Collection, 
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas, 92-05-12, Box 56, File 339-22, Part V. 

76 Assistant Engineer to Mr. Hanna, June 2, 1914, 92-05-12, Box 57, File 339-29, Part I, KCTRY 
Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

77 Union Station First Floor Plan, September 7, 1927, 94-04-5, Item 14, Kansas Collection, University of 
Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

78Union Station Kansas City, View of Grant Hall Looking Northwest, c. 1930, Missouri Valley Special 
Collections, Kansas City Public Library, Kansas City, Missouri. 
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eight-sided, faced with Great Bend marble and closed with an ornamental bronze gate. KCTRY 
wanted a raised sign in the center of the booth such as that seen in the photograph. 

During World War I, a series of temporary displays occupied the center bay in front of the 
tripartite entrance to the Lunch Counter. The first displays were simple and somber, adorned 
with Red Cross imagery and patriotic displays of flags. Later, Liberty Loan Booths were more 
elaborate. One featured a stained-glass depiction of "the good ship Liberty," as well as specially 
mounted light fixtures and patriotic crests.79 

Other booths in the Grand Hall included the Traveler's Aid Desk, shown in a 1927 floor plan in 
the southeast corner, near the entrance to the Harvey restaurant.so Later floor plans show the 
Traveler's Aid Desk next to Avis Auto Rental, just east of the entrance to the Western Union 
office. In 1958, a refreshment bar was added in the western part of the Grand Hall as part of a 
station-wide renovation.st 

Public Telephone Room and Western Union Office 

The Public Telephone Room and original Western Union Office are located on the south side of 
the Grand Hall, on either side of the Ticket Office. A 1927 floor plan shows the layout of both 
areas.s2 The Public Telephone Room, located west of the Ticket Office, is a small square room, 
with no openings other than the entrance from the Grand Hall. Fourteen individual telephone 
booths lined the walls, and an enclosed switchboard filled the middle of the room. The floor, 
which remains, is of pink and yellow Kasota stone, with a black and dark red marble border. 
Above the telephone booths, which remain and are faced with dark red marble, are the original 
plaster walls and ceiling, trimmed with a plaster cornice and beams. 

The Western Union Office, immediately east of the Ticket Office, opened onto both the Grand 
Hall to the north, and a small connecting passage to the Ticket Office. In 1927, a wide 
rectangular counter divided the public and private space in the office.s3 Desks and other 
furnishings were located behind the counter. The area was finished in the same materials as the 
Telephone Room, with marble flooring and plaster walls, ceiling and trim. The Western Union 
Office was converted into toilets after the mid-1960s. The original flooring, marble wainscot, 
marble base and plaster walls and ceiling remain intact. 

79 Union Station Kansas City, View of Fourth Liberty Loan Booth, c. 1914-26, Fred Harvey Collection, 
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. Other photographs in the same collection depict other booths and displays. 

8° Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, September 1927, 94-04-5, Item 14, Kansas Collection, 
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

81 Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, Authority for Expenditure, September 6, 1957, 92-05-12, File 
339-22, Part V, KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas; 
and "Push Work at Union Station," Kansas City Star, April 6, 1958. 

82 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, September 1927, 94-04-5, Item 14, Kansas Collection, 
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

83 Ibid. 
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The two vestibules between the Grand Hall and the south plaza are rectangular spaces originally 
fitted with pink marble floors inset with rubber mats, two sets of nine push doors, and a plaster 
ceiling. According to historic photographs, the ceiling had a heavy molded cornice and three 
ceiling-mounted light fixtures. 84 The nine original doors on the north and south sides (along with 
their transoms) are set in the original continuous, cast-iron frame, which rises almost to the 
cornice. Each bronze-dad wood door has an inset glass panel with bronze push-pull handles on 
each side. Metal and glass transom windows are located above each door, and are divided into 
two panes by a single mullion. At the east and west ends of the vestibule, a heavily detailed iron 
gate closes the radiator recess opening. These highly decorative iron gates are surrounded by a 
marble frame. The marble surround rises in a slightly stepped peak above the center of the gate. 
The wall above the marble surround has a foliated ornamental plaster band on all four sides of the 
wall. In the comer was a Queen Anne's bull's-eye set into a plaster block. This design abuts the 
marble peak. A taxicab counter has been added to the west end of the East Entrance Vestibule, 
and the floors of both vestibules have been replaced with concrete and quarry tile. The remainder 
of the finishes within the East and West Entrance Vestibules are original. 

East and West Office Lobbies and Vestibules 

The East and West Office Lobbies and Vestibules are located on either side of the two main south 
elevation entrances, and are entered through a single bronze-clad wood door with glass panels, 
located in the east and west ends of the south headhouse elevation. The Lobbies provide direct 
access to the upper floors of the headhouse via stairs and an elevator. The floor of the East and 
West Office Vestibules was originally stone, but is now buff-colored quarry tile, with a 
decorative dark brown trim. Tennessee Great Bend Marble is used for the cove bases and 
wainscots, and the upper walls and ceilings are plaster. The Office Vestibules are separated from 
the Office Lobbies by bronze-clad wood and glass doors. The Office Lobbies were more 
elaborately finished than the vestibules, with white Vermont marble flooring, and Tennessee 
Great Bend marble cove base, wainscot, and door trim. Above the wainscot, the walls and 
ceilings were finished in plaster. Original materials are intact in the lobbies, except at the east 
lobby where the floor is covered with vinyl tile and the exterior door and frame are missing. The 
west stair, which is original, has decorative cast-iron stair newels, balustrades, and risers, set with 
white Vermont marble treads. The east stair, which also provided access to the private dining 
room on the first-floor mezzanine level, has been reconfigured since its original construction. 

b. East Wing 

Women's Waiting Room 

The Women's Waiting Room is located against the north wall of the east wing. The room has 
undergone some alterations since its construction, but the original form of the room remains 
intact. Hunt's design called for a large, square room with a two-story volume. Two square 

84 Union Station Kansas City, View of Entrance Vestibule, n.d .. (photograph), Kansas Collection, 
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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columns divided the center of the floor. Against the north wall, a staircase led down to the 
Women and Children's Waiting Room at the basement mezzanine level. The room was 
illuminated by two large windows on the north wall. On the east wall, one doorway led to the 
adjoining Women's Retiring Room, and another to the lavatory area between the Women's 
Waiting Room and the Women's Toilets. The main entry to the lobby was and is located on the 
west wall. According to station records, this entrance was guarded by a matron through the 
1920s. A second, false doorway on the west wall was and is filled with a full-length mirror. A 
tripartite window overlooked the Women's Waiting Room from private baths located on the first
floor mezzanine. Plaster walls were decorated with bands of molded trim in a rectangular pattern, 
with indented corners and a painted floral design. The floral trim is no longer visible today. 
Hunt used several different types of molding in the Women's Waiting Room. The base of the 
walls, above the white marble wainscoting, was decorated with a band of floral guilloche. The 
corners of the room were decorated with small pilasters and vertical ropes of foliated trim. The 
cornice molding was also designed in a foliated pattern. On the ceiling, additional molding 
introduced an elaborate pattern that combined a scroll pattern with foliated trim. Two columns in 
the center of the room featured a stylized band of fascias at the base. Above the doorways, the 
plaster lintels were decorated with a wave-patterned lintel band, and supported by brackets. The 
cast-iron balustrade around the stairwell featured a pattern of elongated ovals joined with foliated 
trim. All of the original plaster and marble wainscot and base is intact, as is the pink and grey 
marble floor. Original metal railings remain. 

A historic photograph shows the Women's Waiting Room furnished with dark wicker chairs and 
settees at the time of the building's opening.85 Railway correspondence indicates that the room 
was to be fitted with two mahogany bench seats designed by Hunt and fabricated by the 
American Fixture Company.86 Round chandeliers, the same as those used in the Men's Waiting 
Room, are also visible in this photograph. The wicker furniture is no longer extant, but the 
mahogany benches now ring the center columns. The original light fixtures have been replaced 
with the glass and metal chandeliers that originally hung in the Harvey Restaurant. The Matron's 
Room, which was located just inside the entrance to the waiting room, became part of the 
drugstore before 1959.87 The matron was then allocated a small space in the southwest corner of 
the room. A modern, partial-height partition wall has been installed in the southern half of the 
room, and a new door opening has been cut in the south wall. 

85 Union Station Kansas City, Women's Waiting Room, Looking Southwest, 1914, KC80 N6-412, 
University of Missouri, Kansas City, Missouri (identical view is located in the Kansas Collection, University of 
Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas, as RH PH 81 :304.2068). 

86 Robinson & Associates, handwritten notes, documenting references to furniture in the Women's Waiting 
Room on May 20 and 28, 1914, in 92-05-12, Box 51, File 339-3E Part II, KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas 
Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

87 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, 1959, 94-04-5, Box 47, Kansas Collection, University of 
Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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The Women's Retiring Room is a small rectangular room, to the east of the Women's Waiting 
Room. The room has one window on the north wall. The square pink and gray marble pattern of 
the floors matches the floor of the Women's Waiting Room. The walls are divided into indented 
panels by molded trim. The plaster cornice molding is less elaborate than in the Women's 
Waiting Room. The original cast metal and gilt acanthus leaf light fixtures remain at the ceiling. 
Unfortunately, no detailed descriptions or historic photographs survived to further document the 
original condition of this room. Although the retiring room is no longer furnished, it retains its 
original dimensions, and much of its decorative trim is still intact. 

Women's Toilet Room 

The Women's Toilet Room is located in the northeast comer of the east wing, and is entered 
through the lavatory area from the Women's Waiting Room. The room, originally two stories 
high, was later encroached upon by the addition of a work room above the western part of the 
toilet room. Two windows, one on each of the exterior walls, ensured that the room was well-lit. 
The floor was hexagonal ceramic tile, and the walls were plaster, with marble wainscoting to a 
height of 6'. Hunt's original plan provided two types of toilet facilities. In the western half of the 
room were two rows of toilet stalls with private sinks. On the eastern side of the room were 
smaller toilet-only stalls. 88 Although the finishes and fittings in the women's toilet room have 
been heavily altered, they appear to have been similar to the porcelain sinks and toilets, marble 
stall dividers, and wooden stall doors found in the Men's Toilet Room. 

Harvey Restaurant Space 

The Fred Harvey restaurant, Lunch Counter, and kitchens occupied the southern two-thirds of the 
east wing. Now greatly altered and in very poor condition, the Harvey Restaurant and Lunch 
Counter spaces were once one of the most elegant areas of the station building. The large 
rectangular Lunch Counter opened onto the central bay of the east end of the Grand Hall. The 
smaller Harvey Restaurant was located immediately south of the Lunch Counter. The kitchens 
occupied the remainder of the east wing on the first floor. 

The Lunch Counter was a wide, two-story space, lit by panels of recessed skylights. A 
mezzanine-level Balcony Lunch Room provided table seating overlooking the main dining space 
on the east end of the room. A large marble lunch counter projected from the east wall, 
occupying almost the entire length of the room. According to the records of the KCTRY, the 
lunch counter was designed by Hunt, but most of the other fittings were designed by Taussig & 
Flesch, contract designers for the Harvey space. 89 Wide Neoclassical pilasters divided the north 

88 Kansas City Union Station, First Story Plan, Jarvis Hunt Drawing No. 5, December 1, 1910, University 
of Missouri, Kansas City, Missouri. 

89 Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, "Revised Memorandum of Method of Handling Furniture and 
Fixtures for New Station," March 20, 1913, 92-05-12, Box 50, File 339-3E, KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas 
Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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and south walls into shallow bays. Two symmetrical pilasters in the same style marked the edge 
of the mezzanine-level balcony. The patterns of the richly detailed cornice molding resembled 
those used in the Men's and Women's Waiting Rooms. Between the pilasters, additional molding 
created a paneled effect on the plaster walls, which were painted in a floral pattern. Electric 
lights were mounted on the walls, and brass standards, designed by the Edward F. Caldwell 
Company of New York, stood behind the lunch counter. The lunch counter was surrounded with 
swivel-mounted bar chairs. Small dining tables and chairs were arranged around the edges of the 
room. The floor was marble, laid in a square pattern. The chairs were bentwood, with a gray 
finish, while the tables had matching gray bases and glass tops. An article in the February 17, 
1946, Kansas City Star carried a former waitress's recollections of the original appearance of the 
Harvey space: 

Everything was bright and new, and there were yellow chrysanthemums all over. 
We had a horseshoe-shaped counter then, decorated with shiny fruits. All the 
tables had white cloths, and the chairs had cane seats. Panels of painted flowers 
enlivened cream-colored walls.90 

Small alterations were made to the Harvey Lunch Counter as necessary. In 1916, the doorway 
was reconfigured to reduce drafts from the Grand Hall. "Everlastic" floor tile was installed in 
1920.91 More substantial renovations were incurred in 1929, when the three bays at the main 
entrance to the lunchroom were remodeled, and a pastry shop was installed in the northwest 
comer of the room.92 

The original Harvey Restaurant was even more elegantly appointed than the Harvey Lunch 
Counter. The entrance to the restaurant, which opened onto the Grand Hall, was concealed by a 
paneled screen. Like the Harvey Lunch Counter, the Harvey Restaurant was two stories high. 
Four tall windows on the south wall illuminated the space. Porthole windows on the mezzanine 
level of the east wall allowed Harvey management to observe the restaurant. As in the Harvey 
Lunch Counter, ornamental plasterwork decorated the room, creating a paneled effect on the 
ceiling and the walls. Again, ornamental pilasters created shallow bays on the walls. The bands 
of decoration were in foliated and geometric patterns. Glass and metal chandeliers (subsequently 
moved to the Women's Waiting Room) hung from the ceiling. The large dining tables and 
comfortable chairs were set farther apart than at the Harvey Lunch Counter. The floor was 
marble, laid in a square pattern. 

90 Kansas City Star, Feb. 17, 1946, KCPL, Clipping 37. 

91 Oehrlein & Associates, handwritten notes from 92-05-12, File 339-3E7, KCTRY Correspondence, 
Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

92 Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, "Authority for Expenditure," September 23, 1929, 94-04-5, 
Box 41, KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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Both the Harvey Restaurant and the Lunch Counter were heavily altered over the years. In 1936, 
the Harvey Restaurant was converted into the Westport Room, a themed tap room. 93 The ceiling 
was dropped to a single story, and a curved curtain wall was installed, dividing the space into a 
separate cocktail room and dining area. The walls were decorated with murals depicting pioneer 
scenes. In 1957, the entire Harvey area was renovated.94 A new bar, suspended ceiling and 
partitioned walls obliterated all but traces of the former Harvey Lunch Counter and Restaurant. 
The remaining marble floor was covered with vinyl tile, and the entrance was replaced with a 
modem entrance of plate glass and aluminum. 

The kitchen was also altered and upgraded repeatedly over the years. Originally, the Harvey 
Lunch Counter and Restaurant were served by separate kitchens. The Lunch Counter was served 
by a one-story kitchen at the east end of the building. This rectangular kitchen had three 
windows on the east wall, and opened onto the Lunch Counter to the west. Service from the 
kitchen to the balcony was via a stairwell in the northwest comer, and a door on the south wall 
connected the lunch counter kitchen to the adjoining restaurant kitchen. The L-shaped Restaurant 
kitchen was also a single story, lit by two windows each on the east and south sides of the room. 
Doors led to the Restaurant to the west and to the Lunch Counter to the north. In 1941, the Lunch 
Counter kitchen and Restaurant kitchen were combined.95 A 1959 floor plan shows the large 
rectangular kitchen with a dishwashing room partitioned in the northeast comer.96 The surviving 
floor is quarry tile, and the walls are plaster. These finishes are probably original, while the 
acoustic ceiling tile is a later addition. 

Today, the Harvey spaces bear little resemblance to the elegant spaces depicted in historic 
photographs. Some original elements, such as cornice molding, ceiling beams, and balcony 
railing, are still intact, hidden under later additions. Otherwise, the space retains little of its 
historic character. 

Booth C: News and Books . 

Located between the Grand Hall and the North Waiting Room, Booth C originally served as the 
News and Books retail area operated by the Fred Harvey Company. The rectangular-shaped 
booth opened onto the Grand Hall to the south, the North Waiting Room to the north and west, 

93 "The Westport Room," Fred Harvey 61st Anniversary 1876-1937, Special Collections, Kansas City 
Public Library, Kansas City, Missouri; Kansas City Star, July 18, 1937, KCPL, Clipping 64; and Kansas City 
Journal, July 25, 1937, KCPL, Clipping 46. 

94 "A New Look Develops at the Union Station," undated article; and Kansas City Terminal Railway 
Company, "Authority for Expenditure," September 6, 1957; both items in 92-05-12, File 339-22, Part V, KCTRY 
Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. See also Kansas City 
Union Station, First Floor Plan, 1959, 94-04-05, Box 47, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, 
Lawrence, Kansas. 

95 Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, "Authority for Expenditure," June 3, 1941, 94-04-5, Box 73, 
KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

96 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, 1959, 94-04-05, Box 47, Kansas Collection, University of 
Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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and the East Midway to the east. At the center of the booth was a service core, with a staircase to 
the mezzanine level above. The entrances to the Grand Hall and North Waiting Room were wide 
and framed with marble. Folding metal gates were used to secure the entrances when the booth 
was closed. In 1927, a "House of Toys" expansion was added, protruding into the North Waiting 
Room.97 The toy shop section of the booth was crammed with toys and dolls. Electric signs 
advertised the wares, and part of a train set hung from the ceiling. Historic photographs from 
1914 through the 1930s document the fittings and finishes used in these areas.98 The booth was 
lighted with electric ceiling fixtures. Its wood shelves and display cases were similar to those 
used in the other Harvey retail spaces. Correspondence from the time of construction notes that 
the silverwood and glass periodical racks were designed by Taussig & Flesch, the design firm 
contracted for the Harvey spaces.99 Neoclassical pilasters with a carved wood frieze and cornice 
molding marked the division between display units. The plaster ceiling was ornamented with 
plaster beams. Display stands filled with books occupied the floor, and were later expanded into 
the Grand Hall. · 

In the late 1950s, the News and Toys booth was reconfigured as part of station-wide renovation 
of the Fred Harvey spaces. 100 The retail area was expanded south into the Grand Hall and the rear 
of the store was converted to a stock room. According to records of the KCTRY, the new retail 
fixtures were designed by Holabird and Root, and were typical of the late 1950s in their materials 
and design. Period photographs show a one-story retail space, with simple planes of metal and 
glass, uninterrupted by applied decoration. 101 By 1966, the area had been converted to a 
Traveler's Needs Shop, but the layout was not substantially altered.102 Today, many of the 
original wood shelves and display cabinets at the north half of the space remain intact, as does the 
marble floor and plaster cornice and ceiling. 

Booth D: Drug Store 

Located in the northeast comer of the headhouse, Booth D originally housed the Drug Store and 
Soda Fountain operated by the Fred Harvey Company. The northern portion of the long, 
rectangular room was two stories high. A prescription room, connected to the Drug Store by a 

97 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, September 1927, 94-04-5, Item 14, Kansas Collection, 
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

98 See various photographs in the Fred Harvey Collection, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. 

99 Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, "Revised Memorandum of Method of Handling Furniture and 
Fixtures for New Station," March 20, 1913, 92-05-12, Box 50, File 339-3E, KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas 
Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

100 Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, "Authority for Expenditure," September 6, 1957, 92-05-12, 
File 339-22, Part V, KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, 
Kansas. 

101 KCPL #P25, Missouri Valley Special Collections, Eldridge Slide Collection, May 1959, Kansas City 
Public Library, Kansas City, Missouri. 

102 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, December 1966, 93-09-45, Box 48, Kansas Collection, 
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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dumb waiter and a staircase, occupied the mezzanine-level space above the Women's Waiting 
Room entrance. The main entrance to the Drug Store faced onto the Grand Hall to the south. A 
storefront entrance connected the Drug Store to the East Midway. The two-story area was ringed 
by mezzanine-level metal casement windows. The furnishings, designed by Taussig & Flesch, 
the contracted designers for the Harvey retail areas, were extremely elegant. The Soda Fountain 
and prescription counter were located near the Grand Hall entrance, while the sundries 
department occupied the north portion of the premises. Railroad records indicate that marble was 
used throughout the store. 103 The floor was a pattern of Minnesota pink Kasota and gray 
Tennessee marble. The soda fountain was made of travernelle claire, white Italian, and black 
Belgian marble, while the ice cream cabinets were brass. All fittings were German silver. The 
mezzanine pharmacy area was fitted with oak and glass cabinets manufactured by the American 
Fixture Company of Kansas City. As in the other Harvey spaces, the cases were filled with 
neatly displayed goods. Most of the wall space was filled with shelving, articulated by wooden 
pilasters. Below the cornice level, a decorative frieze was interrupted by signs advertising 
"Prescriptions," "Post Office" and "Rubber Goods." A row of metal and wood casement 
windows overlooked the pharmacy from the mezzanine level above. The plaster ceiling was 
embellished with perpendicular beams, molded to resemble the cornice. A historic photograph, 
probably taken shortly after the station opened, shows the sundries area furnished with small 
bentwood tables and chairs, perhaps for the use of Soda Fountain patrons. Simple electric globe 
lights hung from the ceiling. 104 

Booth D has been heavily altered over the years. A new soda fountain/lunch counter was 
installed in the Fruit and Candy booth in the 1950s, but the railway correspondence that 
documents this change does not note whether the original soda fountain was removed at this 
point. 105 A 1927 floor plan shows the drugstore as slated for renovation, and correspondence 
discusses the conversion of the space into new "Men's and Women's" shops.106 Station 
correspondence records subsequent alterations. In 1932, new curved glass display cases were 
installed by one of the entrances, as part of the conversion of the space into a Men's and 
Women's Furnishings store. 107 Four years later, the area was renovated again, and a liquor store 
was installed in the space. The 1936 renovation included the installation of new wall cases, the 
enclosure of the stairway to the mezzanine, new marble trim, and a linoleum floor. The plaster 
ceiling was also altered during this period, and the opening between the Women's Waiting Room 

103 Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, Federal Valuation, June 30, 1916, Union Station Building, 
Notebook 27F, ICC Valuation Records, Records of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Record Group 134, 
National Archives at College Park, Maryland. 

104 Photograph RH PH 81:310.9, n .. d., Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, 
Kansas. 

105 See 92-05-12, Box 56, File 339-22, Part V, KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of 
Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

106 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, September 1927, 94-04-5, Item 14, Kansas Collection, 
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

107 Handwritten notes by Oehrlein & Associates from 92-05-12, Box 51, File 339-3E5 Part I, KCTRY 
Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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and the Matron's Room was closed with partition wall. 108 In 1959, the Drug Store was closed, 
and Fred Harvey relinquished the space as part of a station-wide renovation. A 1966 floor plan 
identifies the space as the "Red Door Room," but there is no indication of its use or furnishings. 109 

Today, the original mezzanine-level windows have been painted, but are otherwise intact. Most 
of the original plaster walls, cornice, beams, and ceiling also remain in place. All of the original 
fixtures and fittings are gone. 

c. West Wing 

Men's Smoking Room 

The Men's Smoking Room was located on the northern edge of the west wing. Although simple 
in plan, the Men's Smoking Room was elaborately fitted with decorative plasterwork and marble 
trim. Railroad correspondence recorded that the floor was laid with Tennessee grey and pink 
marble squares. A white marble wainscot, capped with green marble trim, ran around all four 
walls of the room. The north and south walls were divided into four shallow bays, each inset 
with high-backed mahogany bench settees. The benches were set against the walls in order to 
facilitate the flow of traffic through the room. The plaster walls were inset with decorative 
panels, with a thick band of foliated trim. The ceiling was also set with recessed panels, 
decorated around the edges with the same foliated trim used on the walls. Each pilaster featured a 
stylized band of fascias at its base, and was capped with a decorative geometric frieze and elegant 
cornice. The doorways, in the center of the east and west walls, were surrounded with marble. 
The elaborate marble lintels above the doors were decorated in a classical manner, with a wave 
pattern carved in the lintel band. The north-facing windows, which run from the top of the 
wainscot to the ceiling, were interrupted by a lintel band in a wave pattern. Historic photographs 
show simple round chandeliers suspended from the ceiling. The photographs also show cast-iron 
radiators against the north wall, as well as a water fountain and a weighing-scale in the room. no 

The Men's Smoking Room has not undergone any major alterations. The existing light fixtures, 
round chandeliers, are original but have been modified to accept fluorescent tubes. The benches 
and the weighing-scale have also been removed. Otherwise, the appearance of the Men's 
Smoking Room is remarkably close to Hunt's original plan. 

Men's Toilet Room 

The Men's Toilet Room, located in northwest comer of the west wing, was entered through the 
Men's Smoking Room. The large, airy room was designed to be two stories high, in order to 

108 Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, Authority for Expenditure, July 27, 1936, 94-04-5, Box 41, 
KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

109 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor plan, December 1966, 93-09-45, Box 48, Kansas Collection, 
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas, 

110 Photographs RH PH 81:210.17 and RH PH 81:304.201, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas 
Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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facilitate ventilation. Windows on the north and west walls provided illumination and additional 
ventilation. Historic photographs show that the floor of the bathroom was slightly higher than the 
floor of the Men's Smoking Room and that marble stairs linked the two rooms. 111 A small door 
on the east wall of the toilets, presumably for staff use, opened into the parcel room. The room 
was divided into three sections, separating large stalls with toilet and lavatory, toilet-only stalls, 
and urinals. A small attendant's booth against the north wall offered toiletries for a fee. Hunt's 
specifications called for toilet facilities that were generous in size and materials. Marble was 
used for the attendant's booth, wainscoting, and toilet stall dividers. Stall doors were made of 
stained and varnished wood. Other finishes included hexagonal tile floors, plaster walls, and a 
plaster ceiling. The existing conditions of the Men's Toilet Room are remarkably close to Hunt's 
original plan. Nearly all of the finishes, fixtures and fittings are still in place. 

Booth A: Cigar Store 

Booth A, the Cigar Store, was located in the northwest corner of the headhouse immediately 
adjacent to the Smoking Room entrance. The small rectangular retail booth opened onto the 
Carriage Concourse Lobby to the south, the Grand Hall to the east, and the corridor between the 
Men's Smoking Room and the Barber Shop to the north. According to station records, the 
fixtures and fittings were designed by Taussig & Flesch, contracted designers for the Harvey 
retail spaces at Union Station. Walls were lined with wooden shelves and cabinets, ornamented 
with wood pilasters and cornice work. Above the shelves, plaster walls and a molded cornice met 
the ceiling, which was decorated with applied plaster beams. The room was lit with small electric 
ceiling fixtures. The floor was laid with pink and yellow Kasota stone and Great Bend Tennessee 
marble. A long rectangular cigar humidor filled much of the floor space. According to company 
records, the American Fixture Company supplied the walnut and glass cabinets, while the other 
display cabinets were manufactured by the Grand Rapids Show Case Company. 112 At night, the 
store was secured with folding Bostwick metal gates. 

The Fred Harvey Company relinquished the Cigar Store area during a station-wide renovation in 
the late 1950s. Today, a single original display case survives, and the electrical closet doors 
remain intact in the booth. The original flooring and plaster ceiling also remain. 

Parcel Check Room 

Hunt's original plan called for a Parcel Check Room at the north side of the Carriage Concourse 
Lobby. The room was rectangular, with no windows to the exterior. Staff could obtain access to 
the area through a door connecting with the Men's Toilet Room, or through a door that opened 
onto the Carriage Concourse Lobby. A bronze counter on the south and east sides of the room 
provided space for customers to deposit their parcels. A 1927 floor plan shows that the room had 
four rows of racks to hold parcels. A cashiers' desk was located in the southeast corner of the 

111 Historic Photograph of Toilet Room, RH PH 81 :310.16, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas 
Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

112 Robinson & Associates, Handwritten notes from KCTRY Correspondence, 1914, 92-05-21, Box 51, 
File 339-3El, Part I, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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room. 113 The area has since been reconfigured, and there is little documentation of the original 
fittings. By 1959, the Parcel Check Room had been subdivided into private offices, with a locker 
room for the passengers' agents in the easternmost room, which opened directly onto the lobby. 
A glass block wall took the place of the south counter space.114 A floor plan dating from 1969 
shows the former Parcel Check Room even further subdivided. The alterations in this area make 
it difficult to establish the age of the current fittings. The floor is now covered with a 
combination of resilient tile and carpet, while the walls range from plaster to glass block and 
gypsum partition. An original metal stair, located against the western wall of the room, has been 
enclosed with partition board. Suspended acoustic tile conceals an older plaster ceiling. 

Carriage Concourse Vestibule 

The Carriage Concourse Vestibule at the west entrance is narrower than the vestibules to the 
Grand Hall and features two sets of three swinging bronze-clad doors similar to the other 
vestibules. It is a rectangular space, fitted with stone floors matching the Grand Hall. The plaster 
ceiling has a heavy molded cornice and several ceiling-mounted light fixtures. Three doors on 
the east and west sides were set in a continuous cast-iron frame that rises almost to the cornice. 
Each bronze-clad wood door has an inset glass panel with metal push-pull handles on each side. 
At the north and south ends of the vestibule, a heavily detailed iron gate closes off the radiator 
niche. These highly decorative iron gates are surrounded by a marble frame. The marble 
surround rises in a slightly stepped peak above the center of the gate. The wall above the marble 
surround has a foliated band on all four sides of the wall. In each corner is a Queen Anne bull's
eye set into a plaster block. This design abuts the marble peak. The west vestibule has not been 
heavily altered since construction, and retains its original shape and fittings. The exterior cast
iron frame has been altered, and the interior cast-iron frame, which separates the Vestibule from 
the Alcove, has been removed. All other original finishes are intact. 

Carriage Concourse Alcove and Lobby 

The Carriage Concourse Alcove is a one-story space situated between the Carriage Concourse 
Vestibule and the Carriage Concourse Lobby. The alcove has one wood floor on the south wall 
leading to a stair, which can also be entered from the Baggage Room. 

The Carriage Concourse Lobby is located in the center of the west wing, and originally provided 
access from the carriage concourse to the Grand Hall. It was a stepped rectangular space, two 
stories high, broadening toward the Grand Hall to the east. The Carriage Concourse Lobby 
bordered the Men's Toilet Room and Parcel Check Room to the north, and the Baggage Area to 
the south. The main entrances to the Carriage Concourse Lobby were the tripartite doorway to 
the west vestibule, and the wider, triple-bayed entrance from the Grand Hall. The area also could 
be entered through a doorway on the south wall, which led to the Baggage Area, through a small 

113 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, September 1927, 94-04-5, Item 14, Kansas Collection, 
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

114 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, 1959, 94-04-5, Box 47, Kansas Collection, University of 
Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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door to the Parcel Check Room on the north wall, or from the south-facing open bay of the Cigar 
Store. The Carriage Concourse Lobby had no windows to the exterior, but originally received 
natural light from a large skylight overhead. A band of fifteen rectangular windows faced onto 
the lobby from the mezzanine level along the south wall and no doubt borrowed light from the 
skylight. The lower portion of the south wall was filled with a counter for the Baggage Room to 
the south. The marble baggage counter was mounted with a bronze-covered counter with bronze 
grills. The east section of the counter fronting the cashiers' area had smaller windows with 
marble deal trays and bronze wickets. The north wall adjoining the Parcel Check Room also 
consisted of customer counters, detailed the same as the baggage counters. 

Although less richly detailed than the Grand Hall, the Carriage Concourse Alcove and Lobby 
were finished in the same materials, most of which remain. The floor of the Alcove and Lobby 
continues the polychromatic marble pattern of the lobby. The walls are Kasota stone, decorated 
with a low-relief geometric pattern around the mezzanine-level windows on the south wall of the 
Lobby. Decorative corniced beams create a recessed effect on the plaster ceiling. While the 
adjoining areas have been reconfigured, the Carriage Concourse Lobby remains in near-original 
condition, with the exception of minor alterations to the north and south elevations. The skylight 
is intact, but has been covered over at the exterior. The original wood-framed light frame and 
pivot sash are intact at the ceiling of the lobby, but the glass has been painted. 

Despite alterations described above, the Carriage Concourse Lobby retains most of its original 
character and detail. It still serves as an important access point between the west end of the 
station and the Grand Hall. 

Baggage Area 

The southern half of the west wing has been reconfigured a number of times and no longer 
resembles Hunt's original plan. A 1927 floor plan, however, gives a good indication of the 
original layout of the Baggage Area, which occupied the southern half of the west wing. 115 Since 
1914, the area was primarily a Baggage Area, with small offices on the east and west sides. A 
long counter opened onto the Carriage Concourse Lobby on the north side. The area could be 
entered through an interior door on the north wall, just east of the west vestibule, or an iron door 
in the southwest comer, which led to the Carriage Concourse. Stairs were provided in the 
northwest and southeast comers of the area, and two elevators were placed near the southwest 
comer. The single-story volume was lit by six large south-facing windows. Unfortunately, no 
historic photographs have survived to document original conditions of these rooms, but 
substantial information can be gleaned from floor plans of the station. 

Most of the south half of the west wing was given over to the Baggage Area. The 1927 floor plan 
shows two subdivided rooms within the Baggage Area, against the south wall. One, a small 
square room with a window on the south wall, was allocated for the Baggage Master's private 
use. The use of the second, larger room is not marked on the floor plan, and it is not clear 
whether this area was part of the Baggage Area, or an independently functioning space. The floor 

115 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, September 1927, 94-04-5, Item 14, Kansas Collection, 
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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plan shows two gates connecting this partitioned area to the Main Baggage Area, and one gate 
leading to the Baggage Master's Room. To the east of the Baggage Area, facing the Grand Hall, 
small rooms were provided for the baggage cashier and the watch inspector. Each of these offices 
was entered through the Baggage Area. The western part of the area was occupied by two 
rectangular offices: a police room and a Union Pacific Railroad office. An L-shaped hallway 
linked the police room, elevators, and stairway with the entrance to the Baggage Area. 116 

By 1959, the date of the next complete floor plan of the west wing, the area had been 
substantially altered. The baggage counter was still open, but the size of the Baggage Area was 
reduced. The J.H. Mace Company had absorbed a large L-shaped section in the southeast corner. 
The stairs in the southeast corner had been reconfigured and were no longer accessible from the 
Baggage Area. In the southwest corner of the area, the former Union Pacific office had been 
enlarged and was occupied by the Baggage Master. The police room was still in place, but the 
adjoining hallway had been subdivided into small rooms and one of the elevators had been 
removed. 117 

The area was reconfigured again after 1959 and today bears even less resemblance to its original 
condition. Several new partition walls divide the space. The floors in place today are a 
combination of tile, wood, and carpet. The walls and ceiling are primarily plaster. The basic 
form of the baggage counter is still intact, although none of the original folding bronze grills 
remain. 

Barber Shop 

The Barber Shop was located in the southwest comer of the north wing, an area referred to by 
Hunt as the west addition. This and the mirror room on the east side of the wing, which was 
occupied by the Drug Store, were not included in the earliest Hunt plans. As the design evolved 
between 1910 and the completion of construction, these "additions" appeared. Throughout 
construction they were referred to as additions. The main entrance to the Barber Shop was to the 
south, from an elevator lobby that also provided access to the Men's Smoking Room. The two
story rectangular Barber Shop was lit by mezzanine-level windows, two on the north wall, and 
four on the west wall. The metal casement windows were of the same design as that used in the 
Midways. The 1927 plan shows twelve barber's chairs and sinks aligned along the east and west 
walls. ns The walls were fitted with mirrors and wood cabinets. Railway records credit the design 
of these fittings to Taussig & Flesch. n9 In the southeast corner, a small staircase led up to the 
first-floor mezzanine level, where a small balcony on the south wall overlooked the Barber Shop 

116 Ibid. 

117 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, 1959, 94-04-5, Box 47, Kansas Collection, University of 
Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

118 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, September 1927, 94-04-5, Item 14, Kansas Collection, 
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

119 Assistant Engineer to John V. Hanna, April 12, 1913, 92-05-12, Box 50, File 339-3, Part II, KCTRY 
Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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space. The stair was recently enclosed with a wood-paneled partition. The floor of the Barber 
Shop was white marble, while the walls were finished with 6' of marble wainscoting, with plaster 
to the ceiling. The marble floor remains, but the marble wainscoting was later covered with 
plywood paneling. Metal casement windows also remain. 

Ushers' Room 

The Ushers' Room is a narrow rectangular space located in the southwest corner of the north 
wing, immediately adjacent to the Barber Shop. A small toilet room was partitioned in the 
southwest corner. The room was lit by a skylight and one mezzanine-level window on the north 
wall. The only entrance was a small door on the east wall, which opened on to the adjoining 
West Midway Vestibule. There is no surviving documentation of the original materials used in 
the Ushers' Room, but the existing concrete floor and plaster walls and ceiling are probably 
original. If so, the Ushers' Room has not undergone any major alterations, other than the removal 
of the original skylight. 

Booth B: Fruit and Candy 

The Fruit and Candy Booth (Booth B), operated by the Fred Harvey Company, was located at the 
intersection of the Grand Hall and the North Waiting Room. The space, which was reconfigured 
over the years, opened onto the Grand Hall to the south, the North Waiting Room to the north and 
east, and the West Midway and Vestibule to the west. The 1927 floor plan gives an indication of 
the layout of the retail space during the station's busiest years. 120 Taussig & Flesch, the 
contracted designers for the Harvey retail areas, designed the fittings for the Fruit and Candy 
Booth. 121 The southern portion of the booth was fitted with display cases and shelves filled with 
fruit, candy, and sundries. The display cabinets, which reached almost to the ceiling, were 
decorated with elaborately carved pilasters and cornices. The ceiling was set with molded plaster 
beams. The marble floor was similar to the floor of the Grand Hall. Historic photographs show 
that the booth was lighted by electric ceiling lights.122 Fixtures such as refrigerated food cases 
were supplied by the American Fixture Company. 123 

A soda fountain was installed in the northern part of the Fruit and Candy Booth in 1921. As 
documented by station records and photographs, the Fred Harvey Company renovated the Fruit 

12° Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, September 1927, 94-04-5, Item 14, Kansas Collection, 
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

121 Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, "Revised Memorandum of Method of Handling Furniture and 
Fixtures for New Station," March 20, 1913, 92-05-12, Box 50, File 339-3E, KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas 
Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

122 Undated photographs of the Fruit and Candy Booth, Fred Harvey Collection, University of Arizona 

123 Oehrlein & Associates, handwritten notes from KCTRY Correspondence, 92-05-12, Box 51, File 339-
3E3, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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and Candy Booth at frequent intervals, and none of the original fittings remain today. 124 In 1959, 
the soda fountain was replaced with a snack bar that extended beyond the original confines of 
Booth B into the North Waiting Room. The northwest comer of the booth became a kitchen to 
serve the snack bar. The southern part of the booth was extended forward into the Grand Hall, 
and the original display cases were dismantled. 125 Today, the floor is a combination of resilient 
tile, marble, and concrete. The walls and the ceiling are plaster, with acoustic tile in some areas 
of the ceiling. 

d. North Wing 

North Waiting Room 

The North Waiting Room, an immense, light-filled volume that extends north from the Grand 
Hall, provided space for visitors to sit, and provided access to the tracks and trains below. 
Although the North Waiting Room is proportioned similarly to the Grand Hall, the ornamentation 
of this space is less detailed, consonant with the hierarchy of spaces established by Hunt in the 
overall station design. As the second most important public area of the station, this room 
received a great amount of attention, revealed in the elegant rhythm established by the repetitive 
bays and the coffered ceiling spans. 

The North Waiting Room is virtually intact to the original Jarvis Hunt design. The room is 
accessed by the monumental central arch of the Grand Hall's north wall. Inside this central 
coffered arch, the walls are pierced by second-story balconies supported by decorative brackets 
identical to those elsewhere in the Grand Hall. These door surrounds are capped by a rounded 
pediment lintel. In the late 1920s, signs reading "To Trains" were installed on the walls, just 
above the red marble wainscoting that continued from the Grand Hall through this arched 
passageway and around the perimeter of the North Waiting Room. Underneath the segmented 
arch, beneath the hanging clock, are two large openings, one on either side of the passageway. 
These large doorways originally provided access to the Fruit and Candy Booth on the west and 
the News and Books Booth on the east. They are framed by a rectangular foliated band, 
punctuated at the comers by large plain paterae. These door frame designs set the style for those 
of the North Waiting Room. A metal frame tympanum of vertical casement windows occupies 
the upper level of the door frame. On each side, above the door surrounds, is a torchere-style 
sconce identical to those in the Grand Hall. At the center of the archway, the wall cladding 
changes from Kasota stone to architectural terra cotta, finished and glazed to match the color of 
the natural stone. Terra cotta is used for the cladding of the upper walls, above the marble base, 
throughout the North Waiting Room. The evocative fixtures and detailing of this passage 
between the Grand Hall and the North Waiting Room are still extant. 

124 Various references exist in the KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas 
Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

125 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, 1959, 94-04-5, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas 
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The length of the North Waiting Room is divided into eight identical bays, each featuring a 
monumental segmental arch window above a foliated door surround. Cornice molding, which 
extended to the wainscot level, defines and frames the tripartite fenestration. The spandrels of 
each segmented arch window are decorated with paterae. Below each window is a projecting 
door surround. The square door head is crowned by a fluted decorative panel framed by corner 
blocks with paterae, below which dentilled brackets support a projecting cornice. A foliated 
border surrounds the gateway, which is characterized by an elaborate three-paneled, scalloped 
grille surmounting a tympanum panel flanked by two longer, plain, side panels. These plain side 
panels featured the departing train information; some of the panels were repainted in the mid 
1990s in connection with the filming of a movie. The opening, which is surrounded by black 
marble, was secured by a heavy cast-iron gate ornamented with circular patterns. 

At the end of the hall is a single window bay, identical to those of the side walls. Below the 
window, the signage, enclosed in a foliated frame, reads "Immigrants' Waiting Room." This sign 
was recently replicated for the movie filming done on site. The pedimented door surround is of 
marble, a continuation of the wainscot that encircles the entire room. On either side of the bay an 
original torchere sconce is mounted. 

The terra cotta of the North Waiting Room walls is articulated at each bay by a wide raised 
pilaster, inset with a rectangular geometric pattern culminating at each comer block with paterae. 
The plinth of the pilaster, marked by a double band, projects into the room. Mounted on the 
center of the pilasters are the same torchere-style light fixtures as in the Grand Hall. Above each 
pilaster is a pair of decorative dentilled brackets. that form part of the pier capital. Above the 
cornice is a recessed area separating the cornice from the ceiling, a device invoked in the Grand 
Hall and used here on a smaller scale. 

The handsome geometric plaster ceiling, less intricate than that of the Grand Hall, is divided into 
eight large coffers. Each coffer, which stretches from east to west following the pattern of the 
bays, features a tripartite configuration of a recessed square flanked by two recessed rectangular 
panels. These panels are enclosed by a stylized band of fascias with rosette comer blocks. The 
pink and yellow dolomitic limestone floor is laid in a geometric pattern of polychromatic marble 
quite similar to that of the Grand Hall. Both the floor and the ceiling are still intact, although the 
ornamental plaster ceiling has deteriorated. 

Railway correspondence suggests that the seats, 44 "type A" mahogany settees, were supplied by 
the American Fixture Company. The "type A" seating consisted of two benches that shared a 
single back with rounded armrests at either end, consonant with that which ultimately was 
installed in the North Waiting Room.126 Sketches of the station during construction, which were 
published in the newspaper, indicated that the arrangement of seating was to feature banks of 
settees running down the sides of the room and single benches arranged lengthwise down the 

126 Handwritten notes by Robinson & Associates from document dated January 26, 1914, in KCTRY 
Correspondence, 92-05-12, Box 51, File 339-3E, Part I, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, 
Lawrence, Kansas. 
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center aisle of the room. 127 There is no indication, however, from floor plans or early 
photographs that this arrangement was ever instituted. Historic photographs taken shortly after 
the building was opened reveal that the benches were arranged in rows running perpendicular to 
the length of the room, leaving the center aisle open. Each row location was set by the location of 
the large cast-iron enclosed radiators that heated the room. Benches were placed with a radiator 
aligned at the end of each row .128 By 1927, a news booth had been erected in the center of the 
room. 129 fu 1939, the booth was remodeled or otherwise improved. It was still visible in the 
middle of the principal aisle in a 1957 partial floor plan; by 1966, however, the booth had been 
removed. 130 The room today, while mostly empty, still retains nearly all of its decorative finishes 
as well as important elements such as the torchere sconces, the radiators, and the gateways to the 
Midways. 

East and West Midway Vestibules 

The two vestibules between the Grand Hall and the Midways each featured two sets of swinging 
doors. The small rectangular space was fitted in the same style as the vestibules from the south 
plaza to the Grand Hall, with marble tile floors, plaster walls, and a plaster ceiling. The south 
side featured seven bronze-clad wood doors, while the north side featured five doors of the same 
style. The doors on the north and south sides (along with their transoms) were set in a 
continuous, cast-iron frame that rose almost to the cornice. The doors had an inset glass panel 
with metal push-pull handles on each side. Above each door was a glass transom window 
divided into two panes of glass with a single wood mullion. A stairway was added to the west 
side of the West Midway Vestibule in 1959.131 Otherwise, the vestibules retain most of their 
original finishes and details. 

East and West Midways 

The East and West Midways, which were located on either side of the North Waiting Room, 
provided a critical link between the trains and the rest of the station. The East and West Midways 
were long, cleanly functional spaces, extending the full length of the North Waiting Room. 
Although smaller in scale than the adjoining waiting room, the Midways are two stories high. 
The southern vestibules and doorways were intended to be used by arriving passengers exiting 
the station. Passengers departing Kansas City waited for their trains in the North Waiting Room, 

127 Kansas City Star, June 19, 1914. 

128 Undated photographs, circa 1914, RH PH 81:310.2, RH PH 81:304.202, and RH PH 81:304.203, 
Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

129 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, September 1927, 94-04-5, Item 14, Kansas Collection, 
University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

13° Kansas City Union Station, North Waiting Room, 1957, 94-04-5, Box 47; and Kansas City Union 
Station, First Floor Plan, 1966, 93-09-45, Box 48; both items from the Kansas Collection, University of Kansas 
Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

131 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Plan, 1959, 94-04-5, Box 47, Kansas Collection, University of 
Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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then entered the midway through one of eight gates on each side of the North Waiting Room that 
led directly to the appropriate track. The narrow gates from the North Waiting Room to the 
Midways controlled the flow of passengers. Inside each midway, eight identical stairs and 
elevators provided access to the track level. Small doorways at the far north end of each midway 
opened into the Isolation Room and Immigrants' Waiting Room vestibule. 

The East and West Midways reflect Hunt's original design with few exceptions. The exterior 
wall of each of the Midways was punctuated with two rows of windows. Just above floor level 
were seven openings. Rectangular wood double-hung windows occupied the majority of these 
openings. Two door openings from the West Midway and one from the East Midway led to 
escalators. Higher on the wall, seven sets of large tripartite casement windows flooded the 
midways with sunlight. 

Between the windows and the stairways, a row of eight brick piers, capped with plaster cornices, 
supported the ceiling. The walls were buff-colored brick, selected to match the North Waiting 
Room terra cotta and trimmed with decoratively laid stretchers and headers, while the ceiling was 
plaster. Simple metal light fixtures, still extant, were mounted on the ceiling. A plaster cornice, 
identical to the top of the piers, joined the walls and the ceiling. The floor is grey Tennessee 
marble. Wide cast-iron stairs led directly to the trains and track below. The painted iron 
balustrade surrounding the metal stairways was cast in a geometric star pattern. 

The only large fittings in the East and West Midways were the small vestibules that stood against 
the entrances from the North Waiting Room. These one-story rectangular booths were made of 
cast iron, painted to match the balustrades. Each booth had rectangular windows of wire glass, 
and a wood door that opened onto the Midway. On either side of each vestibule, narrow wood 
doors led to tiny booths used for changing the signs in the North Waiting Room. 

Today, the East and West Midways remain as originally constructed. Additional doorways were 
cut in the lower windows of the East Midway to accommodate escalators, but the escalators have 
since been removed. Despite these changes, most of the original finishes are still intact, and 
Hunt's original circulation pattern remains clear. 

Basket Lunch Room and Immigrants' Waiting Room 

The Basket Lunch Room and the Immigrants' Waiting Room were originally parallel rectangular 
spaces at the north end of the North Waiting Room, separated by a brick wall and a lunch 
counter. The Immigrants', or Second-Class, Waiting Room, located at the far north end of the 
building, was a two-story space that opened onto vestibules connected with the north ends of the 
Midways. A door on the east wall led to small toilet facilities in the northeast corner of the 
building. The south wall housed a marble-topped lunch counter that also served the Basket 
Lunch Room to the south. The room was lit by a small band of metal-framed windows high on 
the north wall. A similar band of windows was cut in the south wall. The walls were built of the 
same buff-colored brick as the Midways, capped with a plaster cornice. The floors were grey 
Tennessee marble, and the ceiling was finished in plaster. The Immigrants' Waiting Room was 
sparsely furnished with oak benches from the American Fixture Company. 
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The Basket Lunch Room, which was located immediately south of the Immigrants' Waiting 
Room, was also a two-story rectangular space. The Basket Lunch Room had only one doorway, 
which opened on to the north end of the North Waiting Room. The only exterior light shone 
through a small band of mezzanine-level windows that caught the daylight through the adjoining 
Immigrants' Waiting Room to the north. The marble-topped lunch counter protruded from the 
north wall. As in the Immigrants' Waiting Room, the walls were buff-colored brick with a plaster 
cornice. The ceiling was also plaster. The floor was Tennessee grey marble. Electric lights were 
suspended from the ceiling. The Basket Lunch Room was furnished with small marble-topped 
tables and wooden chairs. 

The Immigrants' Waiting Room and Basket Lunch Room do not retain the integrity of their 
original design. The Immigrants' Waiting Room was converted to an employee Lunchroom in 
1927. By 1952, the Basket Lunch Room, originally used by passengers carrying their own 
lunches, had been converted into a military dining room. 132 The brick partition wall between the 
two rooms was removed before 1966, when the Circle Theater occupied the space. 

The rather barren brick finish of the Immigrants' Waiting Room and the Basket Lunch Room 
reflected not only the status of the passengers who used the facilities, but also the flexibility of 
Hunt's original plan. As shown in an early site plan, the north end of the station was designed to 
accommodate future northward expansion. However, the station was never extended, and the 
space remains one of the less hospitable public areas in the building. 

Isolation Room and Toilets 

The Isolation Room and adjoining Passageway, Vestibule, and Toilets were located in the far 
northwest comer of the north wing. The original purpose of the Isolation Room and its associated 
spaces was to provide a separate waiting area for "convicts, persons with dangerous diseases, 
etc.," connecting directly with the concourse so that these passengers would not come into contact 
with the general public. 133 Beyond early floor plans, there is little evidence documenting the 
original conditions of these rooms. The rectangular Isolation Room was located in the northwest 
comer of the suite of rooms. In the northeast comer of the Isolation Room, a door led to the small 
L-shaped toilet room. The main entrance to the Isolation Room was in the center of the south 
wall, through the hallway. The Isolation Room was lit by windows on the north and south walls. 
The Vestibule outside the Isolation Room opened onto the West Midway to the south. The 
adjoining Passageway opened onto the Immigrants' Waiting Room to the north, and contained a 
cast-iron and concrete staircase that led to the track level below. In the southeast comer of the 
hallway, a small staircase led to a fan room at the first-floor mezzanine level above. The existing 
hexagonal ceramic tile floor, plaster walls and ceilings are probably original. The bathroom is 
fitted with a 7' marble wainscot, and contains its original pedestal sink and wall-hung toilet. 

132 "The New Kansas City, Mo., Union Passenger Station," Railway Age Gazette 57, No. 18 (October 30, 
1914): 799-804. 

133 Ibid, 801. 
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A first-floor mezzanine covered most of the east and west wings, as well as smaller spaces at the 
north and south ends of the headhouse and north wing. Most of the mezzanine level at the east 
and west wings served as support space for the Harvey Company and railroad operations. The 
size of the first-floor mezzanine was increased over the years. There are limited floor plans and 
no historic photographs to document the original conditions of the mezzanine area. Since most of 
the floor was used for private storage and service space, the finishes and fittings were not as 
ornate as those used in the public areas of the building. 

Hunt's 1912 floor plan of the first-floor mezzanine, and the plans for the Harvey spaces, are 
probably the best guide to the original layout of the floor. Hunt's 1912 plan shows mezzanine
level space in the east and west wings, around the edges of the Grand Hall, and at the north end of 
the North Waiting Room.134 

West Wing 

In the west wing, the mezzanine covered the entire floor south of the two-story Carriage 
Concourse Lobby, as well as the area above the Parcel Check Room and the Harvey retail space 
in the north part of the wing. The rooms to the south of the Carriage Concourse Lobby were 
primarily designated as office space, but also included an Emergency Hospital, which provided 
nurses' quarters as well as facilities for men, women, and children. According to the Kansas City 
Star of October 30, 1914, the hospital was a nine-bed unit, intended to serve both station staff and 
the traveling public. 135 Access to the area could be gained through a stair next to the Carriage 
Concourse Entrance. The offices and hospital were lit by exterior windows on the south and west 
walls. Rectangular pivot windows overlooked the Carriage Concourse Lobby to the north. 
Finishes for the area were plaster wall and ceiling with wood floors. The Emergency Hospital 
was finished with tile floors and wainscot. In the north part of the west wing, the Parcel Check 
Room mezzanine, probably a storage area, was finished with a concrete floor and plaster walls. 
The Parcel Check Room mezzanine had no exterior walls or windows, and was entered by a 
staircase leading up from the Parcel Check Room below. The remainder of the west wing of the 
first-floor mezzanine was located above the Harvey retail space. A marble and tile-finished 
Bathroom, with five private bathtubs for men, was located above the Cigar Store and was 
accessible from the Barber Shop. Adjoining the bathroom, a service hall led to a fan room and 
the Station Master's Office, both of which were located above the southern part of the Harvey 
Fruit and Candy Store. This last section of the west wing did not have any exterior windows, and 
could not be accessed from other parts of the floor. Instead, four staircases connected the area 
with the Harvey space and hallways on the first floor. The Bathroom, Service Hall and Station 
Master's Office overlooked the Grand Hall and North Waiting Room through tall, rectangular, 
metal pivot windows. 

134 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Mezzanine Plan, Jarvis Hunt Drawing No. 6, December 9, 1912, 
Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

135 "The Station is Open," The Kansas City Star, October 30, 1914. 
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Although the occupants of the west wing of the first-floor mezzanine changed over the years, the 
space was not as heavily altered as some other areas of the station. A 1969 floor plan shows the 
space previously earmarked for the Emergency Hospital in use as office space. The Parcel Check 
Room mezzanine and bathing rooms were also converted at an unspecified date, and were 
occupied by the International Business Machines Corporation (I.B.M.) at the time of the floor 
plan. The north part of the wing, however, was almost unchanged, with the Station Master's 
Office still overlooking the Grand Hall to the south. 136 

East Wing 

The first-floor mezzanine of the east wing largely served as support space for the Harvey retail 
and food service areas. The southeast part of the wing was occupied by a large staff kitchen, 
dining room, office space, lockers, and toilets for the male and female Harvey staff. These areas 
could be reached via two stairs and one elevator from the first floor. Eight exterior windows on 
the south and east facades illuminated the rooms. Hunt's 1912 plans specified that the office 
spaces be finished with wood floors and plaster walls, while the locker rooms had concrete floors 
and plaster walls. 137 The kitchen, which has a concrete floor and plaster walls, also functioned as 
an employee dining room. Adjoining the kitchen, a Balcony Lunch Room overlooked the Lunch 
Counter below. Two staircases at the east end of the Lunch Counter led up to the tiled Balcony 
Lunch Room, and an elegant cast-iron balustrade at the edge of the balcony matched the decor of 
the Harvey Lunch Counter. To the north of the Harvey space was the marble- and tile-finished 
Women's Bath Room with three private baths. The baths were accessed from the Women's 
Waiting Room. To the north of the Grand Hall, the first-floor mezzanine provided storage space 
for the Harvey News and Books Booth and Drug Store below. The mezzanine-level space above 
the entrance to the Women's Waiting Room provided an area for the preparation of prescriptions. 
This section of the mezzanine had no exterior windows, but overlooked the Grand Hall and North 
Waiting Room through rectangular pivot windows. 

The first-floor mezzanine of the east wing was altered quite frequently to accommodate the needs 
of the Fred Harvey Company. Station correspondence documents the 1927 enlargement of the 
Beauty Shop, which was located above the Women's Retiring Room, in the space occupied by 
the Women's Bath Room. 138 The Beauty Shop was enlarged to incorporate the former Harvey 
female employee locker room to the south and the mezzanine floor was expanded over part of the 
women's toilets. New booths and fixtures were installed during this renovation. In 1936, 
correspondence files show that a new stairway was added in the northeast comer of the Harvey 
Lunch Counter below, and that unspecified areas of the Harvey space were refinished with tile 

136 First Story Mezzanine Plan, February 1969, 93-09-45, Box 48-7, Kansas Collection, University of 
Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

137 Kansas City Union Station, First Floor Mezzanine Plan, Jarvis Hunt Drawing No. 6, December 9, 1912, 
Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

138 Partial floor plan, First-Floor Mezzanine, June 16, 1927, 94-04-5, Box 50, A.F.E. 2316, KCTRY 
Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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walls and floors. 139 In the late 1930s, the kitchen was converted to an additional dining room and 
office space was added above the new Westport Room. 140 A partial floor plan dating from 1943 
shows the Balcony Lunch Room still in place, adjoining the Knotty Pine Room against the east 
wall of the station. The same plan shows the Beauty Shop immediately to the east of the upper 
part of the Women's Waiting Room, fitted with nine individual booths around the north and east 
walls. The southeast comer of the wing was occupied by office space. 141 A 1957 record of 
station renovations mentions the addition of a partition wall in the balcony area, and other small 
alterations were probably made throughout the years. 142 

The first-floor mezzanine no longer maintains the integrity of its original design. Due to changes 
in use, most of the former Harvey spaces have been altered beyond recognition. The Beauty 
Shop, however, retains a cast metal balustrade on the stairwell to the first floor, and original 
wood-framed windows to the exterior. 

North and South Sections 

Hunt's plans for the first-floor mezzanine also included two fan rooms at the north end of north 
wing, and a section of rooms against the south facade of the headhouse. South of the Grand Hall, 
the Auditor's Office, a Conference Room, and a Locker Room overlooked the Grand Hall to the 
north and the Station Plaza to the south; views were provided through wide bands of metal
framed windows. Company records indicate that one of these rooms was used as a drafting room 
by the Harvey architects during the 1920s. 143 While the Auditor's Office could be reached 
directly by a stair case from the Ticket Office below, the other rooms were connected to the rest 
of the building by two smaller halls, which each opened onto a staircase and an elevator. The 
stair halls were illuminated by small round porthole windows that faced onto the Station Plaza to 
the south. Halls were finished with plaster walls and concrete flooring, while the office and 
Locker Rroom space featured wood floors and plaster walls. Today, these spaces retain much of 
their original character. Although the plaster walls and ceilings are peeling, much of the original 
wood trim is still in place, and the plan has not been altered. 

139 "Memorandum of Work to be Performed in Connection with Changes on Mezzanine Floor," April 1, 
1936, 92-05-12, Box 56, File 339-22, Part N, KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas 
Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

14° Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, "Authorization for Expenditure," June 3, 1941, 94-04-5, Box 
13, KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

141 "K.C. Terminal Railway, New Union Station, Plan Showing First Floor Mezzanine," notations dated 
May 13, 1943, 92-05-12, Box 56, File 339-22, Part V, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, 
Lawrence, Kansas. 

142 KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

143 KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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The upper floors of the Kansas City Union Station consist of the areas located in the headhouse 
and east and west wings. Above the first-floor mezzanine, the space was fitted for use as office 
and storage space. Typical finishes on each floor included plaster walls, with dark wood base, 
chair rail, and crown molding. Many of the offices were equipped with sinks in adjoining 
washrooms. The built-in washrooms were equipped with closets and standard sinks, and were 
trimmed with the same oak and hardware finishes used in the offices. Most of the office doors 
were oak, with a central panel of frosted glass. Transom windows lit the corridors, and transom 
molding conceals wire ducts. Storage vaults on the floors had steel doors and steel frames, but 
the interiors were simply finished in concrete and undecorated plaster. One notable exception to 
the relatively plain office finishes was Mr. Harvey's Private Office, located in the southeast 
corner of the second floor. This room was lined with oak paneling and had a carved limestone 
fireplace, the only fireplace in the building. 

Each floor was finished with essentially the same materials. Tile and marble were used for the 
flooring and base in the corridors, and oak was used for the floors in the offices. Chair rails, door 
and window frames, baseboards, and trim were all stained and varnished oak. Doors were fitted 
throughout with nicely finished cast bronze/brass hardware. According to station records, the 
color scheme for the office wings was agreed upon in May 1914 by John Hanna, Chief Engineer, 
and A.H. Buckley, Superintendent for the Architect. Rooms with chair rails were to be painted in 
three shades, with the darkest below the chair rail, and the lightest at the ceiling. It was decided 
that spaces without chair rails would have a monochromatic paint scheme on the main wall 
portion, with lighter ceilings. 144 Restroom facilities on each floor used the same design and 
materials, varying only in size and location. A typical toilet contained a white ceramic tile floor 
with a black and grey border, marble wainscot 7' high, and plaster walls and ceilings above the 
marble. No other decorative elements were contained in these areas. 

No historic photographs of the upper floors have been located. Detailed descriptions of each of 
the floors, based upon observation and slim existing documentation, follow. Because less is 
known about the historic appearance of these spaces than is known about the first floor, the focus 
is on the current appearance, with references to historic features and uses included where known. 

a. Second Floor 

The second floor consists of the East and West Wings connected by balconies that run along the 
north and south sides of the headhouse. The balconies along the south side are contained within 
the archways of the three arched metal windows of the south elevation. Spaces between the 
balconies, located behind the engaged columns of the south elevation, function as corridors, each 
with cast-iron stairs leading to the third floor. The north side of the headhouse has two balconies, 
which mirror the east and west balconies along the south side. 

144 John V. Hanna to A.H. Buckley, May 15, 1914, and "Painting," Memorandum, May 19, 1914; both 
items from 92-05-12, Box 54, File 339-8, Part I, KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas 
Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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Doors leading into the corridors from the balconies are made of oak and have clear glass transom 
windows with central panels of frosted glass. These doors are set into a carved-stone shouldered 
architrave with a heavy keystone centered above the door and transom. A segmented pediment, 
also of stone, is located above the architrave. Each balcony has a marble floor, and an ornamental 
metal guardrail runs along the edge of each balcony. 

At the southeast and southwest corners of the headhouse, connected to the balconies, are two 
stairs that service the east and west wings, respectively. The stairs are cast iron with concrete 
treads and wood handrails. The surrounding elevator lobby and corridors to the office wings 
have white hexagonal tile flooring with plaster walls and a white marble base. On each wing to 
the east and west of the headhouse, these corridors run in a square separating the inner offices, 
which surround a central light court, from the outer offices. At the base of each light court is a 
skylight, which served to illuminate the Carriage Concourse Lobby and the Harvey Lunch 
Counter. The offices, which were primarily used by the Harvey Company and railway 
employees, have had varying levels of alteration. 

Typical finishes on the second floor include plaster walls, with oak base, chair rail, and crown 
molding. Many of the offices were equipped with sinks in adjoining washrooms. Most of the 
doors are wood frame, with a central panel of frosted glass. Storage vaults on the floors have 
steel doors and steel frames, but the interiors were simply finished with concrete floors and 
undecorated plaster walls and ceilings. Oak was used for the floors in the offices; Vermont White 
marble was used for the 12-inch-high base in the corridors. The chair rails, transoms, and frames 
were all varnished oak, and each office door had the same brass lock set with hinges and 
kickplates. 

The west wing was originally divided into offices lining the outside of the wing, as well as the 
inside of the wing (these look out into the light court). According to the original plans, the 
outside offices were to be divided into two rooms, one facing the hall (the anteroom) and the 
office, which was accessed by walking through the anteroom. By 1925, however, most of the 
anterooms had been combined with the offices to provide single office use. Tenants of the west 
wing offices included the President of the KCTRY, the General Superintendent, the auditing 
department, and the engineering staff. 145 

The east wing was similarly divided into offices and later converted into single-use offices. The 
spaces in the east wing were composed mostly of the Fred Harvey Company offices and storage 
for that group. The 1913 revised plan shows the auditing department, purchasing department, and 
the stenographers' room located in the east wing. 146 

The office doors now in place are similar to those located on the balconies leading into the 
corridors. These doors, frames, and transoms are oak with central panels of frosted glass in the 
door. Three vaults were located in the west wing and one in the east wing, according to the 1913 

145 KCTRY Correspondence, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas. 

146 Second Floor Plan, 1913, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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plan. 147 Each vault used in Union Station was similar, with the same heavy steel vestibule doors, 
and a solid steel frame painted a deep forest green. A combination lock and safe handle was on 
the outside of each door. The safes were manufactured by Harrigan Safe Company of Kansas 
City. 

Harvey Office 

Mr. Harvey's Private Office was designed as a highly detailed space that remains impressive for 
its special architectural treatment. The focal point of the room is a fireplace, located on the north 
wall. The paneling above the mantel has Tudor connotations, with slightly raised stiles and rails 
that cross at the center of the fireplace in an "X" design. This patterned paneling rises from the 
mantelpiece to the cornice line. The cut limestone fireplace and carved limestone brackets 
beneath the mantelpiece appear more classical, interrupting the overall Tudor feel of this piece. 
Two of the limestone brackets are currently missing. The wood mantelpiece is made of oak, 
consistent with the rest of the wood in the room. 

Wood paneling throughout this office consists of an oak baseboard and paneled wainscot 6' high 
in addition to the wooden window trim/sash and the wood trim piece below the plaster crown 
molding. An oak beamed ceiling and quarter-sawn oak floors complete the wood details of this 
office. In the northeast comer of the room a door, set flush into the paneling, leads into a small 
washroom. 

b. Third Floor 

The third floor has the same basic layout as the second floor, minus the balconies on the north 
and south sides. The east and west wings are completely separate and are not connected by 
balconies. The third floor was divided roughly between offices on the inside of the wing, facing 
the light court, and storage and vault facilities on the outside of the wing. By 1943, however, the 
Harvey company had expanded into much of the former storage space in the east wing. 148 

The offices were all of a basic design. Doors from the corridor leading into the offices were 
typically oak with a central panel of frosted glass and transom windows above. Doors between 
the interior offices were solid panel doors and did not have transoms. All of the hardware for the 
doors is the same as the hardware used throughout the station. 

The interior of the offices included a wood floor, oak chair rails, and picture molding. A wood 
base along the floor concealed a wire duct. Each office was also often equipped with a small 
washroom and built-in wood cabinets. Toilet rooms were located in the far comers of the east 
and west wings and maintained the same finishes as those of the second floor. 

The offices located in the west wing were almost all reserved for the exclusive use of the 
telephone and telegraph operators, as well as their supervisors. Other offices were used for 

147 Second Floor Plan, 1913, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas. 

148 Third Floor, East Wing, Floor Plan, July 21, 1943, 94-04-5, Box 47, Kansas Collection, University of 
Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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accountants, building engineers, and blueprint storage. Offices on the third floor, east wing were 
typically reserved for the various railroad companies operating out of Kansas City Union Station. 
These included the Pullman, Santa Fe, and Chicago & Alton railroad companies. 

The extant vaults that line the outside walls of the east and west wings feature a heavy steel 
vestibule door in a solid steel frame painted a deep forest green. A combination lock and safe 
handle is on the outside of the door. The safe manufacturer was Harrigan Safe Company of 
Kansas City. The interiors of the storage/vault rooms had concrete floors with tile partitions, the 
utilitarian nature of the materials matching their functions. 

c. Fourth Floor 

The fourth, fifth, and sixth floors are located in the headhouse of the station. The 1913 plans for 
the fourth floor illustrate stair halls in the northwest, northeast, southeast, and southwest comers 
of the building. Four other spaces, flanking the center arches of the north and south elevations, 
were noted on the plans as having openings for future stairs, which were never constructed. 149 

Each of the four comer spaces has a concrete floor and plaster walls. The stairs are steel with 
concrete treads and wire-mesh guard rails with wood handrails. 

d. Fifth Floor 

The fifth floor consists of a low-ceilinged space that runs along the north and south sides of the 
station and partially along the east and west sides. These spaces were used mostly for additional 
storage. Solid wood panel doors were used to access the small storage rooms. The ceilings 
feature metal beams that run the full length of the spaces. The south side of the fifth floor was 
later converted into a model train room. An extensive train table (still in place), complete with 
fabricated mountain ranges, was erected on the unfinished concrete floor. The stair from the 
fourth floor continues to the sixth floor. 

e. Sixth Floor 

The sixth floor was finished to accommodate several offices and storage areas. Offices on the 
sixth floor have many of the original details found in the other, more conventional office floors 
below. Although this floor does not have any windows that open to the outside, interior metal 
windows provide light as well as ventilation. A 1935 plan shows that the sixth floor was 
occupied by the KC1RY auditing department, on the north side, and a recreation room for 
KC1RY employees was proposed for the south side. 150 It is not known if this use was ever 
implemented. Steep metal stairs, one in each corner of the headhouse, connect the sixth floor to 
the attic. 

149 Kansas City Union Station, Fourth Story Plan, Jarvis Hunt Drawing No. 8, September 3, 1913, Kansas 
Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

15° Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, New Union Station, Plan Showing Sixth Floor Arrangement, 
October 30, 1935, 93-09-45, Box 48/11, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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An attic space exists above the sixth floor, and is completely unfinished. Crawl spaces run along 
the north and south walls of the headhouse. The southeast and southwest comers of the attic are 
fan rooms, and the remaining comers at the north side of the attic are filled with water tanks. The 
central part of the attic contains the steel trusses that support the gable roof of the headhouse, 
exhaust ducts, and chandelier lowering devices for the Grand Hall. The exposed structure of the 
station is visible, including brick, iron beams, and terra cotta block construction materials. 

5. Sub-Basement 

Drawings prepared by Jarvis Hunt indicate that the sub-basement, the station's lowest level, 
connected all portions of the station construction, including the headhouse, wings, commissary 
building, east baggage tunnel, express buildings, and west baggage tunnel, and provided a tunnel 
connection to the powerhouse. The expansive subterranean space provided for the transport of 
baggage, mail, and other freight with ease, out of the weather and with limited congestion. The 
sub-basement is finished with concrete walls, floor and ceilings. The sub-basement is connected 
to the upper floors by multiple elevator banks throughout the complex. Rows of closely spaced 
columns fill the central portion of the open space. 

Functioning as a service and support facility, the sub-basement remains undivided and generally 
open, with a limited number of partitioned areas confined to the perimeters of this level. The 
majority of this space was dedicated for handling mail and baggage. The major tenant at this 
level, the U.S. Postal Service, used the facility to sort railroad-bound mail. This mail was 
delivered through a series of chutes that occupied three of the southern window bays in the 
building's east wing. 151 In 1927, a major mail handling system was installed at this level, 
complete with conveyor belts, platforms, chutes, and a partial mezzanine floor. 152 By 1935, the 
sub-basement was enlarged to accommodate additional postal activities generated by the 
construction of a new U.S. Post Office directly across the street from the station in 1933. 153 

Because the south tunnel appears in later drawings to extend toward the new post office, it is 
likely that it was added at this time to improve the ever-expanding postal services, making the 
delivery, sorting, and loading of mail onto trains much more efficient. 154 

6. Basement 

Though defined largely by the immense space it occupied within the headhouse, the basement 
level connected into the adjoining Commissary and Railway Express wings, and into the rail 

151 While a fourth bay was also occupied later by a chute, it appears from revised drawings that this chute 
led directly into the Commissary Department - and may have been used for specific delivery to this department. 

152 Mail Handling Facilities, 1927, Drawing No. 14593, Drawer No. 44, Kansas Collection, University of 
Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

153 Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, "Authority for Expenditure," March 27, 1935, 94-04-5, Box 
41, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

154 See various drawings in the Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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yard. The overall plan for the central part of the basement was open, interrupted only by 
structural columns. Similar to the sub-basement, partitioned sections of the basement were 
confined to its perimeter. In general, the partitioned basement spaces were larger and were 
arranged as a group along the north wall of the headhouse. Several of these partitioned spaces 
were two levels, with interior, double-hung windows facing onto the central open area to the 
south. 

The open, central space comprising much of the basement level' s interior was designated for use 
as a baggage and mail room. The majority of this space was two levels, extending into the 
basement mezzanine level. Partition walls at this level were constructed of a variety of materials, 
including brick, plaster, and plywood. The flooring was primarily diagonally laid wood, with 
concrete and quarry tile designated for certain areas. As in the sub-basement, most of the 
remaining finishes were concrete. The lower portion of the concrete piers in the baggage
handling area were clad with protective steel casing. 

Basement Mezzanine 

The overall plan of the basement mezzanine level was similar to that seen at the basement level. 
The primarily open plan, lined by a series of partitioned rooms, was repeated at this level. 
Typical finishes in the basement mezzanine level include plaster walls and ceilings. The floors, 
which vary according to original use, are either wood, concrete, or tile. As in the sub-basement 
and basement plans, the north wall features the greatest number of partitioned spaces. 

As noted earlier, the central, open space comprising much of the basement mezzanine functioned 
as the upper part of the Baggage Room located on the basement level. Partitioned spaces running 
west to east along the north wall included a fan room in the end pavilion, a white trainmen's 
room, a colored trainmen's room, and a bathroom and toilet area. The toilet area featured two 
separate stall areas, presumably one for "white" men and the other for "colored" men. A west 
service hall connected these west wing areas to the ushers' and gatemen's lockers. An east 
service hall then connected these lockers to the Basket Lunch Room, Toilet Rooms, the Women 
and Children's Waiting Room, and a fan room. The service halls and the ushers' and gatemen' s 
locker rooms were lined to the south by a conductors' locker room, a conductors' lounging room, 
a baggage foreman room, and two unassigned spaces. Many of the rooms along the north wall of 
the basement mezzanine level overlooked the basement level through wood-framed sash 
windows. The central elevator bank did not extend to this level, but a single freight elevator was 
located immediately south of the baggage foreman's room and additional stair halls were added 
within the partitioned spaces to offer increased circulation. 

Support areas for the Commissary wing lined the east wall. A wine storage room, flour room, 
and linen room were located immediately west of this wing, extending approximately four bays 
into the central open space. According to the 1912 plans, a bakery, complete with oversized 
ovens and a complex duct and ventilation system, occupied the southeast corner of the basement 
mezzanine level. A fan room was located immediately west of the bakery, occupying the second, 
third, and fourth bays of the east wing's south wall. A large, rectangular ticket stock room 
occupied the central bay of the south wall's central block. This stock room was located directly 
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beneath the elaborate first-floor Ticket Office. A small stair hall connected this stock room to the 
ticket booth above. 155 

The Commissary Wing 

According to records of the KCTR Y, the Commissary wing included, at its upper ( or basement 
mezzanine) level, a bakery, meat cutting room (butcher shop), and a silver cleaning room. At 
track (basement) level, the Commissary contained a milk room, a bottle and can washing room, 
and a garbage room. The Commissary wing apparently also included space for the Kansas City 
News Agency and the station's receiving department, as well as a candy packing room, a news 
service, and a general store. 156 Although a substantial portion of the Commissary wing was 
demolished when improvements were made to Main Street, remnants of the butcher shop remain. 

8. Mechanical Systems 

The original heating and cooling system for the building was described in an article published 
when the station was opened: 

The power house is located near the west end of the express building. The principal 
equipment includes three batteries of 1,016 h. p. high reverse-setting Babcock & Wilcox 
boilers, with space for a fourth batter when required; two 1,250 k. v. a., 2,300-volt, 60-
cycle turbo-generator sets with exciters on the ends of the shafts; two Nordberg cross
compound Corliss air compressors with a capacity of 3,500 cu. ft. of free air per min., 
one 60-ton and one 30-ton Carbondale exhaust system refrigerating plans [plants] for 
cooling the drinking water and serving the dining room and other concessions in the 
station. The exhaust steam vacuum system is used for heating the station and adjacent 
buildings. Over 85,000 sq. ft. of direct radiation is provided in the station alone in 
addition to an even greater amount of indirect radiation provided in all the larger public 
areas. All public rooms are artificially ventilated with air washed and tempered. Live 
steam is also furnished by the power house for heating up locomotives at the 
roundhouse. 157 

Air conditioning was installed in the restaurant and lunchroom in 1934 and in the Fred Harvey 
office area in 1949, but little else is known about subsequent alterations to the mechanical 
systems. 

155 Kansas City Union Station, Basement Mezzanine Plan, Jarvis Hunt Drawing No. 4, July 1, 1912, 
Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

156 See Kansas City Union Station, Basement and Basement Mezzanine Plan East End, Jarvis Hunt 
Drawing No. 3-East, July 1, 1912; and KCTRY Correspondence, both in the Kansas Collection, University of 
Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas. 

157 "The New Kansas City, Mo., Union Passenger Station," Railway Age Gazette 57, No. 18 (October 30, 
1914): 803. 
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C. PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF THE SITE AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THE 
SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENT (1996) 

1. General Site Description 

Kansas City Union Station is located just south of the Kansas City Central Business District. 
Current boundaries of the site are, roughly, the rail tracks to the north, Pershing Road to the 
south, the east face of the building, and the fence line to the west. The primary feature of the site 
is Jarvis Hunt's station building, which dominates the landscape and immediate environs with its 
massive and monumental presence. The station site includes a large paved parking lot (formerly 
the Station Plaza), which runs the length of the south elevation between the station and Pershing 
Road, a portion of the Railway Express building, and what remains of the Commissary building. 

2. The Station Plaza 

The Station Plaza is comprised of the area immediately south of the Station's headhouse. The 
plaza is bordered on the north by the station building, on the south by Pershing Road, on the east 
by Main Street, and to the west by a concrete railing. Though it appears today as a parking lot, 
with its central section cordoned off by chain-link fencing, the plaza has appeared throughout the 
history of the station in numerous forms. In one of the earliest known renderings of the station, 
produced by Jarvis Hunt, the plaza is depicted as a large, circular space surrounded by a paved 
circular drive that leads to and from the station's main entrance. The collection of people 
walking through the plaza suggests that the architect intended this area to function as a common, 
or a grand meeting place. 158 This intention is highly probable, given the fact that the tenets of the 
City Beautiful Movement, with its large boulevards, parks, and open spaces for people to meet 
and congregate, were directly influencing the development of Kansas City during this period. 

Absent from this early rendering are a series of covered shelters that Jarvis Hunt included in 
previous schemes for the Station Plaza. A preliminary review of drawings depicting these 
shelters, which were never constructed, revealed that the shelters greatly resembled the cast-iron 
and glass marquees that currently protrude from the two main entry bays. Based on the drawing 
reviewed, it appears that Hunt intended for at least one of the shelters to be placed along the west 
side of Main Street between the Main Street Viaduct and the intersection of Main Street and 
Pershing Road. 159 

The most definitive set of plans produced for the plaza area appeared during the early and mid-
l 930s. A series of plans dated February 1930, January 1934, and March 1936 proposed 
substantial changes to Hunt's earlier scheme. The 1930 plan proposed a large pear-shaped 
common directly on axis with the station's central bay. This plan suggests that the central 
common was elevated; two separate levels of steps appear to be placed on axis at its north and 
south ends. The common was immediately bordered by a circular drive that fronted onto 
Pershing Road. To either side of the circular drive were large paved areas designated for parking 

158 Undated sketch, RH PH 81.61, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

159 Drawings on file in the Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. General 
files of the KCTRY. 
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spaces. A taxicab driveway circled the east parking lot along its eastern edge, suggesting that 
upon entering the station at Pershing Road, taxicabs were directed around the parking lots toward 
the main entrance. It appears that all other traffic was directed to the east and west parking lots. 
Curbing appears to border each section and a "shelter" is designated at the southeast comer of the 
station along Main Street. 160 To date, there has been no documentation to indicate that this plan 
was executed. 

Not long after the 1930 proposal was prepared, a much more elaborate scheme for the plaza 
appeared in the Kansas City Times. On January 25, 1934, the Times featured an article on the 
"beautify cation" [sic] of Union Station Plaza and Pershing Road. The article suggests that 
improvements to the station were to be made as a result of, and in tandem with, the widening of 
Pershing Road. The plaza beautification efforts were being initiated by the KCTR Y. According 
to the article, city officials and railroad executives, after much deliberation, both agreed on this 
plan. Under the proposed plan, the roadway in front of the station would curve southward at the 
east end and enter at Pershing Road instead of Main Street. The present Main Street entrance 
would be closed. "Motor cars going to the station entrances would have to approach from 
Pershing Road. If they approached from the west, they would have to circle the central park in 
front of the station in order to be in the correct traffic lane. "161 The article goes on to indicate that 
a street-car shelter, currently on Main Street, would be moved south so that Main Street could be 
converted into a straight thoroughfare. A taxicab parking area would remain at the station's east 
end, and parking spaces for other cars would be provided at the west end of the plaza near the 
Broadway viaduct. 

If implemented as planned, the most interesting feature of the new plaza would have been 
additional ornamentation and shrubbery to beautify a "central park" in the center of the plaza. 
This oval-shaped park would run in an east-west direction and include triangular sections that 
would create new interior roadways and sidewalks. An island would also border Pershing Road. 
Despite the fact that no documentation has been found to date to indicate that this plan was 
executed, the Times article is concluded by a statement that reads: "The Terminal Company plans 
to carry out is part of the agreement to beautify the plaza ... the date when work will be started is 
undecided." 162 

Just two years later, in 1936, a revised plan, on file at the Kansas Collection, University of 
Kansas Libraries, proposed a new scheme for the plaza. Most similar in design to the proposal 
presented in 1930, the 1936 plan presented a pear-shaped central common, this time divided into 
two sections: an elongated oval immediately south of the station, and a modified semicircular tip 
meeting Pershing Road. These separate sections, which the drawings indicate are bordered on all 
sides by a wall, appear to have been reserved as landscaped areas. A circular drive, with what 
appears to be entry and exit access from Pershing Road, bordered each landscaped section. A 
large paved section, presumably also for automobile traffic, separated the two sections. The 

16° Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, Plan Showing Proposed Treatment of the Union Station 
Plaza, February 15, 1930, 94-04-5, Item 14, Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

161 Kansas City Times, January 25, 1934. 

162 Ibid. 
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remaining plaza is occupied by east and west parking lots that appear to be bordered along 
Pershing Road and Main Street by a substantial property wall. The 1936 plan does not include an 
entrance from Main Street, but does indicate that a small shelter has been placed along the west 
side of Main Street just south of the station. 163 A photograph taken of the station between 1936 
and 1940 indicates that this scheme eventually was executed by the KCTRY. 164 

3. Other Site Elements 

The area of the site located to the west of the North Waiting Room is a portion of the former rail 
yard. The rail yard was originally located to the east and west of the station's elevated North 
Waiting Room. Though no longer extant, the rail yard once featured pairs of passenger tracks 
that ran in an east-west direction under the waiting room. These "through lines," which period 
literature described as enabling the trains to "pass-through" the station constructed above, were 
originally lined on either side by impressive and expansive train sheds. Freight tracks were 
located to both the north and south of the passenger tracks, allowing trains to bypass the station 
entirely or to access the freight sidings at the Rail Express, Adams Express, and Commissary 
Buildings. 

The Rail Express and Adams Express Buildings, also designed by Jarvis Hunt and constructed in 
conjunction with the station, survive largely intact, immediately to the west of the station. The 
Rail Express Building appears in early photographs as a long, angled appendage to the station 
building, adjoining its west elevation. The original physical connection between the station and 
the Rail Express Building at the basement level was severed during the 1986 construction of Two 
Pershing Square, a fourteen-story office building located immediately east of the station on what 
was once the east rail yard. A portion of the Rail Express building was demolished to provide 
vehicle access and circulation to the Two Pershing Square garage and loading docks. The 
original connections between the Station building, the Rail Express Building, and the Adams 
Express Building at the sub-basement level remain intact. 

Immediately west of the Railway Express Building is the Adams Express Building, which, 
though designed and constructed as a freestanding structure, is identical in design to the Rail 
Express Building. The Broadway Viaduct, a major north-south artery that ran parallel to Main 
Street, once bisected the west rail yard between the Adams and Rail Express Buildings. The 
Broadway Viaduct was demolished by the Kansas City Railway Terminal Company in 1984.165 

163 Kansas City Union Station, Plaza Plan, March 1936, 74-045, Box 41; and Kansas City Terminal 
Railway Company, Union Station Plaza Changes, March 16, 1936, 94-04-5, Box 47, APE 2740; both items in the 
Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas. 

164 Union Station, Kansas City, View of South Elevation and Plaza Looking Northwest, n.d. Image 
reprinted in postcard format for Friends of Union Station. 

165 This information was clarified and confirmed in a telephone interview conducted by Robinson and 
Associates on June 11, 1996, with Donald Sass, Office and Field Engineer, KCTRY, Kansas City, Missouri. 
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Other notable features and elements surrounding the station site include the expansive Liberty 
Memorial Park (1926), located immediately south of the station across Pershing Road, the United 
States Post Office (1933) at the southeast corner of Pershing Road and Broadway, Washington 
Square at the northeast corner of Main Street and Pershing Road, and the Crown Center 
commercial complex to the southeast of Pershing Road and Main Street. 

Despite the demolition of portions of the Railway Express Building to the west and a large 
portion of the Commissary extension to the east, Kansas City Union Station stands virtually intact 
along its exterior. Although the removal of the rail yard and several of its supporting structures 
has somewhat compromised its physical context, the station retains its massive, monumental 
presence. The station stands as a monument to the BeauxArts style, and to two significant themes 
in American architectural history: the City Beautiful Movement and the emergence of the great 
American railroad terminal. 
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The Union Station Assistance Corporation (USAC) is rehabilitating and adaptively reusing Union 
Station to accommodate the Kansas City Museum's Science City, a new science museum. The 
USAC received grants from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the 
Economic Development Administration (EDA), and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA). The Kansas City Area Transportation Authority (KCATA) also 
received a grant from the U.S. Department of Transportation through its modal administration, 
the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), for the construction of an Intermodal Facility 
connected with the Union Station site. Pursuant to 36 CFR 800, regulations implementing 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. 470f), USAC, the City of 
Kansas City, Missouri, FTA, EDA, NOAA, and KCATA have consulted with the Missouri State 
Historic Preservation Office and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation and entered into a 
Programmatic Agreement that required HABS documentation of Union Station. 

The text of this documentation was adapted in 1999 from a Historic Structures Report completed 
by Oehrlein & Associates Architects and Robinson & Associates, Inc., in July 1996, and all 
descriptions and existing conditions sections of the report date to 1996. Photographic 
documentation was conducted by John W. Gutowski and Roy Inman in 1997. 

Prepared by: Judith H. Robinson, Joan M. Brierton, 
Katherine Eggers Comeau 

Title: Architectural Historians 
Affiliation: Robinson & Associates, Inc. 
Date: 1999 
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PART IV. SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

A. ARCIDV AL REPOSITORIES 

While many excellent historic photographs and drawings of Union Station exist, they were not included 
in this documentation because some of the most significant collections had copyright concerns. These 
images, and other archival material on the history of the station, may be seen at the following, publicly 
accessible, locations. 

Fred Harvey Collection. Special Collections, University of Arizona. Tucson, Arizona. 
Historic photographs of Harvey restaurant and retail areas. 

Kansas City Terminal Railway Files. Kansas Collection, University of Kansas Libraries. 
Lawrence, Kansas. Comprehensive collection of historic photographs, drawings 
(including original drawings by Jarvis Hunt), and correspondence. 

Missouri Valley Special Collections. Kansas City Public Library, Kansas City, Missouri. 

Kansas City Union Station Vertical File. 

Kansas City Star, Kansas City Times, Kansas City Journal, Kansas City Post, and 
newspaper clippings cited in "Special Collections Index to Newspaper Clippings, 1906-
1946." Compiled by Dory DeAngelo. March 16, 1996. 

Western Historical Manuscript Collection. University of Missouri, Kansas City, Missouri. 
Historic photographs and drawings (including original drawings by Jarvis Hunt). 

B. SECONDARY AND PUBLISHED SOURCES 

1. Periodicals 

"Construction Work of the Kansas City Terminal Railway." The Railway and Engineering 
Review (March 15, 1913): 224-235. 

Eberlein, Harold D. "Recent Railway Stations in American Cities." The Architectural Record 36 
(July 1914): 99-122. 

"Union Passenger Station, Kansas City, Missouri." Architecture and Building 47 (June 1915): 
227-229, 240. 

2. Books 

Birnbaum, Charles, and Lisa Crowder. Pioneers of American Landscape Design. Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Department of the Interior, 1993. 
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DeAngelo, Dory. What About Kansas City! A Historical Handbook. Kansas City, Missouri: 
Two Lane Press, 1995. 

Faith, Nicholas. The World the Railways Made. London: Pimlico, 1990. 

Glaab, Charles N. Kansas City and the Railroads: Community Policy in the Growth of a 
Regional Metropolis. Lawrence, Kansas: University Press of Kansas, 1993. 

Halberstadt, Hans and April. The American Train Depot and Roundhouse. Osceola, Wisconsin: 
Motorbooks International, 1995. 

Meeks, Carroll L.V. The Railroad Station: An Architectural History. New York: Dover 
Publications, 1995. 

Pevsner, Nikolaus. A History of Building Types. Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University 
Press, 1976. 

Potter, Janet Greenstein. Great American Railroad Stations. New York: John Wiley And Sons, 
1996. 

Wilson, William H. The City Beautiful Movement. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1989. 

Withey, Henry F. and Elsie Rathburn Withey. Biographical Dictionary of American Architects. 
Los Angeles: Hennessey and Ingalls, Inc., 1970. 

Y enne, Bill, ed. All Aboard! The Golden Age of American Railroad Travel. Connecticut: 
Brompton Books, 1989. 

C. ADDITIONAL SOURCES 

Holmes, M. Patricia. "Kansas City Union Station." Jackson County, Missouri. National Register 
of Historic Places Nomination. U.S. Department of the Interior. National Park Service. 
November 12, 1971. 

Information packet, Dallas Union Station. Received from Jimm [sic] Foster, Curator, 
Texas/Dallas History and Archives Division, Dallas Public Library, Dallas, Texas. April 
12, 1996. 

Information packet, Dallas Union Station. Received from Camilla Hardee, Vice President, 
Woodbine Development Corporation, Dallas, Texas. April 15, 1996. 

Information packet, Joliet Union Station. Received from James Haller, Director, Community and 
Economic Development, City of Joliet, Illinois. April 4, 1996. 
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Information packet, Jarvis Hunt. Received from Richard Longstreth, American Studies, George 
Washington University, Washington, D. C. April 1996. 

Information packet, Oakland Sixteenth Street Station. Received from Betty Marvin, Planner, 
Office of Planning and Building, City of Oakland, California. April 1996. 

Interview with Donald Sass, Office and Field Engineer, KC1RY, Kansas City, Missouri. 
Conducted by Robinson & Associates, Inc. June 11, 1996. 

"Kansas City Union Station: Site/ Building Use Analysis and Redevelopment Issues." Report 
prepared by LeRoy & Scott Associates. January 1990. 

"Michigan A venue Streetwall District." Report submitted to the Commission on Chicago 
Landmarks. August 4, 1993. 
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